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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT  

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

 

 

UNITED SPINAL ASSOCIATION, INC.; 

MILAGROS FRANCO; JEAN RYAN; LUDA 

DEMIKHOVSKAYA; CHRISTINA CURRY; 

and ELLEN RUBIN; on behalf of themselves 

and all others similarly situated, 

 

Plaintiffs, 

-against- 

 

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER; ST. 

LUKE’s ROOSEVELT HOSPITAL  

CENTER; THE NEW YORK EYE AND EAR 

INFIRMARY, and CONTINUUM HEALTH 

PARTNERS, INC., a New York corporation, 

 

Defendants. 

 

 

 

 

 

No. 13-cv-5131 (PKC) 

 

 

 

 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 

This Settlement Agreement (“Agreement”) is entered into by United Spinal Association, 

Inc., Milagros Franco, Jean Ryan, Christina Curry, and Ellen Rubin (collectively “Plaintiffs”); 

and Beth Israel Medical Center, St. Luke’s Roosevelt Hospital Center, the New York Eye and 

Ear Infirmary, and Continuum Health Partners, Inc. (collectively, “Defendants,” “Heritage 

Continuum Hospitals” or “HCH”). Plaintiffs and Defendants, collectively, are hereinafter 

referred to as the “Parties.” 

I. RECITALS 

WHEREAS, Plaintiffs filed the above-captioned lawsuit (the “Lawsuit”) in the United 

States District Court for the Southern District of New York (the “Court”) on July 24, 2013, 

alleging that Defendants are violating their obligations towards people with disabilities under the 

Americans with Disabilities Act, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, the New York State 

Human Rights Law, and the New York City Human Rights Law, in three primary areas:  (a) 

architectural barriers impacting persons with disabilities; (b) insufficient or inadequate accessible 

medical equipment; and (c) Defendants’ policies and practices governing persons with 

disabilities at Defendants’ facilities.  In the Lawsuit, Plaintiffs sought injunctive and declaratory 

relief, as well as an award of attorneys’ fees and costs; 

WHEREAS, Defendants denied all violations of law alleged in the Lawsuit as to 

Plaintiffs, the putative class, or any other individual, and also denied there was any proper basis 

for certain claims against Defendants; 
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WHEREAS, the Parties entered into a Structured Settlement Negotiations Agreement 

(“SSNA”), effective February 3, 2014, for the purpose of developing a framework for 

negotiating a comprehensive settlement of some or all of the claims alleged in the Lawsuit that 

would cover the HCH facilities described below (the “Subject Facilities”);  

WHEREAS, the Parties entered into an Addendum to the Structured Settlement 

Negotiations Agreement (“Addendum”), effective October 17, 2014, for the purpose of 

clarifying the rights and responsibilities of the Parties under the SSNA and providing a 

framework for continued negotiations between the Parties upon the voluntary dismissal of the 

Lawsuit without prejudice; 

WHEREAS, the Parties filed a Stipulation of Dismissal pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil 

Procedure 41(a)(1)(A) dismissing the Lawsuit without prejudice on October 29, 2014, as so-

ordered by the Court (Castel, J.) on October 30, 2014; 

WHEREAS, Steven Winter Associates, Inc. (“SWA”) was retained by Defendants to 

perform physical barrier access surveys of certain areas in the Subject Facilities not slated for 

sale or closure, to review certain interim physical barrier remediations performed by Defendants 

at the Subject Facilities, and to review plans for renovations and new construction at the Subject 

Facilities for compliance with applicable accessibility laws; 

WHEREAS, to assist the Parties with negotiating and implementing the remedies 

described herein, the Parties agreed to tri-annual mediation sessions with Jed Melnick, Esq., a 

mediator with Judicial Arbitration and Mediation Services (“JAMS”), pursuant to a Mediation 

Agreement dated December 23, 2015; 

WHEREAS, Defendants have retained Dennis Monty to advise on issues regarding 

Defendants’ compliance with the ADA Access Guidelines for Medical Equipment and to make 

recommendations for improving Defendants’ equipment deployment and purchasing standards to 

ensure equal access to health care for all of Defendants’ patients; 

WHEREAS, the Parties have negotiated, and Defendants have implemented, the 

following policies and procedures:  effective communication for patients and visitors with vision 

disabilities, service animals, emergency evacuation at BIMC and SLR, and handling of patient 

complaints and grievances.; 

WHEREAS, the Parties have negotiated a broad framework and schedule for the 

identification and remediation of architectural barriers at the Subject Facilities and for the 

monitoring of the remediation process, for the identification of accessible medical equipment 

currently owned by Defendants and the purchase of additional equipment as needed, and for the 

implementation of policies and procedures affecting patients and visitors with disabilities at 

Defendants’ facilities. 
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THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements contained 

herein, the parties enter into this Agreement. 

II. DEFINITIONS 

Access, Accessibility, and Accessible mean and refer to conditions that comply with the relevant 

and applicable standards set forth in federal, state and local disability rights laws, including the 

Americans with Disabilities Act as codified at 42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq.; the ADA Standards for 

Accessible Design, commonly referred to as the Americans with Disabilities Act Access 

Guidelines, as codified at Appendix A to 28 C.F.R. Part 36; the New York State Human Rights 

Law, N.Y. Executive Law § 290 et seq.; the New York City Human Rights Law, N.Y.C. Admin. 

Code § 8-101 et seq.; and the New York State and City building codes (collectively, 

Accessibility Standards). 

Accessible Medical Equipment or AME means and refers to medical equipment that is 

accessible to and useable by patients with disabilities, including, but not limited to, examination 

tables, examination chairs, lift equipment, scales, diagnostic equipment (e.g., x-ray, 

mammography, and MRI equipment), dental chairs, ophthalmology equipment, and any other 

medical equipment used in the medical context for the provision of health care services. 

Accessible Medical Equipment Survey means and refers to the process by which Dennis 

Monty will assess Accessible Medical Equipment in the Subject Facilities for compliance with 

Accessibility Standards. 

Alternative formats means and refers to methods for communicating information contained in 

print materials to patients who are blind or have low vision, including, but not limited to, Braille, 

large print, digital and audio formats, and electronic files. 

Auxiliary aids and services means and refers to devices or services that enable effective 

communication for persons who are Deaf, and include qualified interpreters provided either on-

site or through video remote interpreting (“VRI”) services; note takers; real-time computer-aided 

transcription services; written materials; exchange of written notes; telephone handset amplifiers; 

assistive listening devices; assistive listening systems; telephones compatible with hearing aids; 

closed caption decoders; open and closed captioning, including real-time captioning; voice, text, 

and video-based telecommunications products and systems, including text telephones (“TTYs”), 

videophones, and captioned telephones, or equally effective telecommunications devices; 

videotext displays; accessible electronic and information technology; or other effective methods 

of making aurally delivered information available to persons who are Deaf under 28 C.F.R. § 

36.303. 

 

BIMC Petrie Subject Facilities means and refers to the following BIMC facilities: Dazian 

Pavilion, Silver Pavilion, Karpas Pavilion, Linsky Pavilion, Baird Hall, and Fierman Hall. 

Effective Communication means communication with persons with disabilities that is as 

effective as communication with others.  Effective communication is achieved by furnishing 

appropriate auxiliary aids and services where necessary to afford qualified individuals with 
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disabilities the full and equal enjoyment of the goods, services, facilities, privileges, advantages, 

or accommodations of a place of public accommodation.  

Effective Date means the date on which the Court agrees to retain jurisdiction over this 

Agreement.  

Existing Policies means and refers to Defendants’ policies regarding effective communication 

for patients and visitors with vision disabilities, service animals, emergency evacuation at BIMC 

and SLR, and handling of patient complaints and grievances. 

Physical Barriers Remediation Schedule means and refers to the list, prepared by Defendants 

and periodically updated thereafter, of all Subject Facilities, that details, among other things, all 

Physical Barrier Access Survey dates (if any) for the Subject Facilities, and dates for exchanging 

comments about those surveys (see, e.g., Exhibit A hereto).   

Heritage Continuum Hospitals (“HCH”) collectively means and refers to Continuum Health 

Partners, Inc. (“Continuum”), Beth Israel Medical Center (“BIMC”), St. Luke’s-Roosevelt 

Hospital Center (“SLR”), and the New York Eye & Ear Infirmary (“NYEEI”). 

HCH Internal Evaluation means Defendants’ pre-Physical Barriers Access Survey evaluations 

of the Internal Evaluation Subject Facilities (defined below). 

Internal Evaluation Subject Facilities means the units/floors in the Subject Facilities that: (1) 

remain open/in service and have not been closed; (2) contain patient care spaces or spaces that 

are intended for regular use by the public; and (3) have not already been surveyed by Steven 

Winter & Associates (“SWA”) or are not scheduled to be surveyed by SWA on or before August 

23, 2017. 

Physical Barriers Access Report means and refers to the written documents SWA will provide 

to the parties after performing a Physical Barrier Access Survey. 

Physical Barrier Access Survey means and refers to the process by which SWA will assess the 

Subject Facilities for compliance with Accessibility Standards. 

Non-BIMC Petrie Subject Facilities means and refers to the following  facilities: (a) BIMC 

Phillips Ambulatory Care Center (“PACC”), 10 Union Square East, New York, NY 10003;  (b) 

Roosevelt Hospital (“Roosevelt”), 1000 10
th

 Avenue, New York, NY 10019; (c) BIMC 

Comprehensive Cancer Center (“CCC”), 325 West 15
th

 Street, New York, NY 10025; (d) St. 

Luke’s Ambulatory Psychiatric Center, 411 West 114
th

 Street, New York, NY 10025 ; (e) St. 

Luke’s Women’s Hospital/Babcock, 1111 Amsterdam Avenue, New York, NY 10025; (f) St. 

Luke’s Clark Building, 1111 Amsterdam Avenue, New York, NY 10025; (g) St. Luke’s Science 

& Research Building, 1111 Amsterdam Avenue, New York, NY 10025; (h) St. Luke’s 

Stuyvesant Building, 1111 Amsterdam Avenue, New York, NY 10025; (i) St. Luke’s Chapel & 

Muhlenberg, 1111 Amsterdam Avenue, New York, NY 10025; (j) St. Luke’s 1090 Amsterdam 

Avenue; (k) SLR Center for Comprehensive Care, 230 West 17
th

 Street, New York NY 10011; 

(l) Beth Israel Brooklyn, 3201 Kings Highway, Brooklyn NY 11234; (m) SLR Community Care 

at 59th Street, Suite 5c, New York NY 10019 ; (n) Max Meltzer Health & Service Center, 94 

East 1
st
 Street, New York NY 10009; (o) BIMC Geriatrics Senior Health Center, 275 8

th
 Avenue, 
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New York NY 10003; (p) New York Eye & Ear Outpatient Center, 230 Second Avenue, New 

York NY 10003; (q) New York Eye & Ear Extension Clinic, 380 Second Avenue, New York NY 

10010; (r) New York Eye & Ear Infirmary, 310 East 14
th

 Street, New York NY 10003; and (s) 

BIMC Bernstein Pavilion, 10 Nathan D. Perlman Place, New York, NY 10003. 

Subject Facilities means and refers to, collectively, the BIMC Petrie Subject Facilities and the 

Non-BIMC Petrie Subject Facilities. 

Term of this Agreement means and refers to the time from the Effective Date to the date on 

which the parties agree that the last accessibility barrier at the Subject Facilities has been 

remediated (pursuant to the procedures set forth in ¶ 64 herein) irrespective of whether it relates 

to architecture, medical equipment, or policies  

Verification Inspections or Spot Checks means and refers to reviews by SWA to confirm that 

interim and/or permanent barrier remediations have been implemented satisfactorily as agreed to 

by the Parties. 

Walk-through means and refers to the process by which SWA and representatives of the Parties 

(if they choose to attend) will visit a Subject Facility prior to conducting a Physical Barrier 

Access Survey to determine what areas will be included in a Physical Barrier Access Survey. 

III. ARCHITECTURAL BARRIER REMEDIATION 

 

A. HCH Internal Evaluations 

1. Defendants will conduct HCH Internal Evaluations at the Internal Evaluation Subject 

Facilities to determine the specific interim remediations, if any, that need to be 

implemented at each Internal Evaluation Subject Facility pursuant to the “PRE-

PHYSICAL BARRIER ACCESS SURVEY REMEDIATION PRIORITIES 

SCHEDULE” attached hereto as Exhibit B. 

 

2. On a monthly basis, Defendants will advise Plaintiffs when each HCH Internal 

Evaluation has taken place and what HCH Internal Evaluations are scheduled to take 

place in the upcoming month, if known at that time.  Defendants will provide this 

information to Plaintiffs prior to the parties’ monthly status calls, if possible.  

 

3. No later than 10 days of the end of the period for completing requisite pre-Physical 

Barrier Access Surveys interim remediations as set forth in the “PRE-PHYSICAL 

BARRIER ACCESS SURVEY REMEDIATION PRIORITIES SCHEDULE,” if not 

earlier, Defendants will notify Plaintiffs and SWA that the interim remediation work has 

been completed in specific units/floors at the Internal Evaluation Subject Facilities.   

 

4. As soon as practicable after completion of interim remediations, but no later than thirty 

(30) days after such notification, SWA will devise a sampling process that it will use to 

conduct Verification Inspections, which will verify that the interim remediations 

described in Exhibit B hereto (other than those in Sections A.1.a, b, and h and B.2.a and b 

of Exhibit B hereto, which will not be reviewed by SWA) have been implemented in 
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those units/floors.  Any Verification Inspection shall be completed within 60 days after 

notification of the completion of interim remediations, subject to SWA’s availability.  

SWA’s Verification Inspections typically shall not exceed 10% for repetitive items, 

unless SWA determines that additional Verification Inspections are advisable.  SWA will 

provide the parties with its intended sampling process for an Internal Evaluation Subject 

Facility unit/floor at least a week before any Verification Inspection is scheduled to be 

conducted and will implement any reasonable proposed revisions to its sampling process 

as SWA deems appropriate. 

 

5. If a SWA Verification Inspection finds that an interim remediation was not performed or 

provided satisfactorily as set forth in this Agreement, SWA will so advise the parties. 

Defendants will thereafter make the necessary changes within a reasonable period of time 

(to be agreed upon by the parties).  If there are any circumstances specific to a Subject 

Facility that render it impracticable or not readily achievable for Defendants to correct a 

particular remediation item, Defendants will notify Plaintiffs and the parties will meet 

and confer, with the recommendation of SWA, as to the appropriate course of action.  If 

the issue still cannot be resolved, the parties agree to raise the issue with the mediator, 

Jed Melnick, for resolution. 

 

B. Physical Barrier Access Surveys and Reports 

6. Following execution of this Agreement, SWA will undertake Physical Barrier Access 

Surveys of the units/floors in the Non-BIMC Petrie Subject Facilities that: (1) remain 

open/in service and have not been closed; (2) contain patient care spaces or spaces that 

are intended for regular use by the public; (3) have not already been surveyed by SWA or 

another expert (see ¶ 14 herein); and (4) are not slated for construction that will include 

ADA compliant physical barriers access remediation within eighteen (18) months of the 

execution of this Agreement (for which plans will be provided to SWA by Defendants for 

their comments prior to construction, in lieu of a Physical Barrier Access Survey, see 

infra ¶ 17)).  The target dates for completion of each Physical Barrier Access Survey are 

set forth in the Physical Barriers Remediation Schedules, copies of which are and will 

continue to be exchanged in the Scheduled Reporting as described in Part VII, if not more 

frequently, by and between the parties.  Defendants agree to pay for the reasonable fees 

and costs of SWA.  If at any time either party becomes dissatisfied with SWA’s 

performance, or if SWA becomes unavailable to complete any aspect of this engagement 

within a reasonable time period, the Parties will meet and confer to determine a substitute 

expert.  If the Parties are unable to agree on a substitute expert, they will utilize the 

dispute resolution process set forth in Part VIII of this Agreement.  

 

7. Physical Barrier Access Surveys performed by SWA will include the following parts of 

each Subject Facility that is subject to a Physical Barrier Access Survey: 

 

a. Publicly accessible areas of parking facilities, if any, of the Subject Facilities;  

b. Paths of travel from publicly accessible portions of parking facilities of the 

Subject Facilities, if any, to building entrances, only to the extent that those paths 

of travel are within Defendants’ control; 

c. Lobby/entrance areas; 
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d. Elevators and/or lifts used by the public; 

e. Public restrooms designated as accessible; 

f. Public telephones; 

g. Waiting areas serving patient care areas, including any restrooms designated as 

accessible;  

h. Representative exam rooms and exam rooms designated as accessible; 

i. In-patient areas of departments and units, and representative patient rooms 

(including restrooms and shower rooms, if separate);  

j. Paths of travel and accessibility of entrances to diagnostic facilities, physical 

therapy facilities, lab facilities (only to the extent used by the public), and 

pharmacies (only to the extent used by the public); 

k. Diagnostic facilities, including radiology, only to the extent used by unescorted 

patients; 

l. Physical therapy facilities; 

m. Lab facilities, only to the extent used by the public (if any); 

n. Pharmacies, only to the extent used by the public (if any);  

o. Administrative areas, only to the extent used by the public (if any); and 

p. Intensive Care Unit (“ICU”) waiting areas, public restrooms, and paths of travel 

to ICU entrances. 

 

8. Physical Barrier Access Surveys performed by SWA hereafter will not include the 

following parts of the Subject Facilities being surveyed: 

 

a. Areas that are not properly accessed and/or used by unescorted patients or 

members of the public, including but not limited to operating suites, morgues, etc. 

b. ICUs (an ICU visitor access policy will be developed to address ICU visitor 

accessibility issues); 

c. Areas not used by the public, including but not limited to administrative and 

office spaces that do not service patient care areas or are otherwise not used by 

the public; 

d. Units/floors that are slated for construction within eighteen (18) months of the 

effective date of this Agreement that will include ADA compliant physical 

barriers access remediation (for which plans will be provided to Plaintiffs and 

SWA by Defendants for their comments prior to construction, in lieu of a Physical 

Barrier Access Survey, see infra ¶ 17); 

e. Areas in Subject Facilities that will be emptied, closed, and/or decommissioned 

by Defendants within six months of the Execution Date; and 

f. BIMC Petrie Subject Facilities that are slated to be emptied and/or closed within 

the next six (6) months to (2) years. 

 

9. Counsel for Plaintiffs and counsel for Defendants, as well as one representative of each 

of the parties, may be, but are not required to be, present at Walk-throughs, Physical 

Barrier Access Surveys, and Verification Inspections conducted by SWA, with the total 

number of counsel and party representatives subject to reasonable limits to be agreed 

upon by the Parties if there is a request for more than one representative of each Party to 

be in attendance at same. 
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10. Within a reasonable time after a Physical Barrier Access Survey has been completed for a 

given Subject Facility, SWA will issue a Physical Barrier Access Report for that Subject 

Facility, which shall include the following elements: 

 

a. Identification of all physical elements that do not conform to applicable 

Accessibility Standards; 

b. Measurements detailing any lack of compliance; 

c. References to applicable code sections; 

d. If known or determinable by SWA, proposed solutions for physical barrier 

removal, and/or policy solutions where architectural barrier removal is technically 

infeasible or not readily achievable; and 

e. Identification of barriers to remediate on a priority basis, consistent with the 

Architectural Barriers Remediation Priorities Schedule, and any approved plans 

for future renovations or alterations at the Subject Facilities. 

 

C. Post-Physical Barrier Access Survey Processes and Procedures 

11. After SWA issues a Physical Barriers Access Report for a Subject Facility, Defendants 

will have six (6) weeks from the date they receive the Report to provide Plaintiffs and 

SWA with their comments regarding the items identified in the report, unless Defendants 

request additional time to respond, consent to which shall not be unreasonably withheld 

by Plaintiffs.  SWA will review Defendants’ comments for, among other things, 

compliance with the Architectural Barriers Remediation Priorities Schedule.  Defendants 

agree to discuss with SWA and Plaintiffs in good faith, as soon as practicable thereafter, 

whether any disagreements with respect to any of the proposed remediations of 

architectural barriers and the timing of such remediations as recommended by SWA can 

be resolved.  Plaintiffs may reply to Defendants’ response to each Report within four (4) 

weeks of receipt, unless they request additional information or time, consent to which 

shall not be unreasonably withheld by Defendants.  Plaintiffs are not obligated to reply to 

the Report, in which case the Report will be deemed accepted four weeks after receipt. 

12. The parties agree that SWA may assist Plaintiffs in their review of SWA’s Physical 

Barriers Access Reports and Defendants’ responses thereto, and to assist in preparing any 

replies thereto, as well as of other drawings/plans regarding proposed architectural 

renovations at the Subject Facilities that require architectural expertise, in order to reduce 

the time and cost incurred by Plaintiffs’ attorneys in reviewing, analyzing, digesting, and 

responding to such reports, drawings, and plans.  SWA agrees to communicate and meet 

with both Parties to ensure that all remediation work is done appropriately and in 

accordance with relevant deadlines.   

13. Physical Barrier Access Surveys of the Non-BIMC Petrie Subject Facilities will be 

completed by January 21, 2019.  The proposed dates for completion of each specific 

Physical Barrier Access Report are set forth in the Physical Barriers Remediation 

Schedules, copies of which are to be exchanged at least as often as the Scheduled 

Reporting described in Part VII is circulated. 
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D. Special Processes for Subject Facilities That Have Already Been Surveyed or 

That Will be Subject To Construction Including ADA Remediation 

 

14. SWA or a prior expert has conducted Walk-throughs and/or Physical Barrier Access 

Surveys, and has prepared Physical Barrier Access Reports for the following Subject 

Facilities: (1) PACC; (2) Dazian Pavilion; (3) Roosevelt Hospital; (4) CCC; (5) St. 

Luke’s Ambulatory Psychiatric Center; (6) St. Luke’s Women’s Hospital/Babcock; (7) 

St. Luke’s Clark Building; (8) St. Luke’s Science and Research Building; (9) St. Luke’s 

Stuyvesant Building; and (10) St. Luke’s Chapel and Muhlenberg (collectively the 

“Previously Surveyed Subject Facilities”).   

15. In response to the expert reports produced by SWA or a prior expert following Physical 

Barrier Access Surveys at the first six Previously Surveyed Subject Facilities, Defendants 

have provided Plaintiffs with Defendants’ responses and comments, as well as in some 

cases “narrative summaries” of Defendants’ remediation plans for those facilities.   

16. Within fifteen (15) days of the Execution Date, Defendants will submit their existing or 

updated remediation plans for the Previously Surveyed Subject Facilities to SWA for 

review and comment.  Negotiation of final remediation plans for the Previously Surveyed 

Subject Facilities will take place pursuant to the processes described herein, with the 

caveat that Defendants, having not received complete responses or objections from 

Plaintiffs in response to their proposed remediation plans for the Previously Surveyed 

Subject Facilities, have already begun physical barrier remediation at many of those 

facilities. Plaintiffs agree that they will not seek modifications from those pre-existing 

remediation plans to the extent they would impose unreasonable additional expense, are 

impracticable, or are not reasonable or readily achievable. 

17. For units/floors in the Subject Facilities that are slated for construction to begin within 

eighteen (18) months of the execution of this Agreement that will include ADA-

compliant physical barriers access remediation (and thus will not be subject to Physical 

Barrier Access Surveys), Defendants will provide drawings to Plaintiffs and SWA for 

them to review for compliance with Accessibility Standards. 

E. Permanent Remediations   

18. SWA will communicate with the Parties on a regular and transparent basis regarding 

remediation work, to ensure that remediation is being appropriately implemented and the 

progress thereof is being tracked appropriately.  SWA may communicate or meet with 

either or both Parties in connection with remediation work separately or together at the 

request of either Party. 

19. As set forth more fully in Section VII herein, following execution of this Agreement, 

Defendants will, as part of Defendants’ reporting obligations, produce to Plaintiffs, with 

copies to SWA, amended Physical Barriers Remediation Schedules and progress updates 

on the development and implementation of architectural remediation plans for barriers at 

the Subject Facilities.  SWA will review those materials to ensure that the remediation 
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work to be performed is being undertaken and prioritized properly and in a timely 

fashion. 

20. Defendants will use their best efforts to implement fully the remediation plans that the 

Parties have agreed upon for each of the Subject Facilities no later than five (5) years 

from the finalization of the remediation plan for each such Subject Facility.  Defendants 

will prioritize the post-Physical Barriers Access Survey remediations set forth in Exhibit 

C hereto within the time frames set forth in that document.  Plaintiffs will not 

unreasonably withhold their consent to the extent the time frame for any of the 

remediations listed in Exhibit C needs to be adjusted. 

21. Where, due to circumstances of which Defendants were not aware and/or advised  prior 

to the Effective Date, Defendants in good faith come to believe that more than five (5) 

years will be needed to complete physical barriers remediation at a particular Subject 

Facility (based on considerations that include, but are not limited to: (1) the size and 

use/purpose of the facility; (2) the nature and scope of the agreed-upon work; (3) the 

impact on the agreed-upon work on operations and health care delivery; and (4) 

budgetary/financial considerations), Defendants will advise Plaintiffs of proposed 

extended timeframes for completion of the work at said facility during planning 

negotiations as set forth in Paragraphs 11-12 herein, and Plaintiffs will have an 

opportunity to provide their response.  If the parties have disagreements regarding such 

extended timeframes for completion of permanent remediation work that they are unable 

to resolve on their own or with the assistance of SWA, the disputes shall be handled 

under the Section VIII Dispute Resolution process. 

F. Post-Physical Barrier Access Report Verification Inspections 

22. No later than thirty (30) days after post-Physical Barrier Access Report remediations 

(a/k/a “permanent remediations”) have been completed in given units/floors in a Subject 

Facility and regulatory inspections and approvals have occurred/been granted as are 

required for opening said unit/floor (if any), Defendants will notify Plaintiffs and SWA. 

23. As soon as practicable after such notification, but no later than thirty (30) days thereafter, 

subject to SWA’s availability, SWA will devise a sampling process that it will use to 

conduct Verification Inspections, which will verify that the remediations agreed upon by 

the Parties have been implemented in those units/floors.  SWA’s Verification Inspections 

typically shall not exceed 10% for repetitive items, unless SWA determines that 

additional Verification Inspections are advisable.  SWA will provide the parties with its 

intended sampling process for a unit/floor at least a week before any Spot Check is to be 

conducted and will implement any reasonable proposed revisions to its sampling process 

as SWA deems appropriate.  Any Verification Inspections shall be completed within 60 

days after notification of the completion of permanent remediations, subject to SWA’s 

availability. 

24. If a SWA Spot Check finds that a permanent remediative measure was not performed or 

provided satisfactorily as set forth in this Agreement, SWA will so advise the parties. 

Defendants will thereafter make the necessary changes within a reasonable period of time 
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(to be agreed upon by the parties).  If there are any circumstances specific to a Subject 

Facility that render it impracticable or not readily achievable for Defendants to correct a 

particular remediation item (including but not limited to, remediations with minor/de 

minimis discrepancies that are within acceptable construction tolerance and would not 

materially impact accessibility) Defendants will notify Plaintiffs and the parties will meet 

and confer, with the recommendation of SWA, as to the appropriate course of action.  If 

the issue still cannot be resolved, the parties agree to raise the issue with the mediator, 

Jed Melnick, for resolution. 

G. Miscellaneous 

25. To the extent that there are changes or alterations to Defendants plans, details, or 

timeframes for: (1) Defendants’ continued/future use of units/floors in the Subject 

Facilities; or (2) completion of agreed-upon work, Defendants will advise Plaintiffs of 

such changes and the impact (if any) on any evaluations, surveys, reports, inspections, or 

plans for remediations in said units/floors and/or at those Subject Facilities pursuant to 

the terms set forth herein.  If Plaintiffs disagree with Defendants’ conclusions regarding 

the impact of the changes on Defendants’ need to undertake or actual undertaking of 

evaluations, surveys, reports, inspections, or remediations in said units/floors and/or at 

said Subject Facilities pursuant to the processes set forth herein given those changes, and 

the parties are unable to resolve the dispute on their own or with the assistance of SWA, 

the matter shall be handled under the Section VIII Dispute Resolution process. 

IV. ACCESSIBLE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT REMEDIATION 

26. Defendants have retained GE Healthcare (“GE”) to, in relevant part, inventory AME for 

the Subject Facilities, which inventories will commence in early March 2017 and which 

are expected to be completed by June 30, 2017, if not earlier (the “AME Inventories”).  

27. Defendants have retained Dennis Monty to: (a) review all AME inventories performed by 

GE; (b) inspect equipment in person as needed to determine what additional purchases or 

transfers of AME are necessary to meet Accessibility Standards understanding, however, 

that there are presently no comprehensive scoping standards for AME; (c) develop 

strategies for purchasing or acquiring AME as necessary; (d) recommend timelines and 

priorities for completing acquisition of AME; (e) recommend types of AME to purchase 

within each category of necessary medical equipment. 

28. The Parties and Dennis Monty will meet and confer regarding the AME inventory 

process, if necessary. 

29. No more than two months after Mr. Monty has reviewed GE’s AME Inventory of a given 

Subject Facility, Mr. Monty will send the Parties recommendations for an AME 

remediation plan at that Subject Facility as follows:   

a. The AME remediation plan will specify the number or amount of accessible 

examination tables, weight scales, lift and transfer equipment, mammography 

equipment, and other equipment that Defendants should purchase, with reference 
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to applicable scoping standards, including comprehensive standards if such are 

properly promulgated.   

b. The AME remediation plan will further specify the percentages of each type of 

accessible medical equipment that Defendants should maintain in the future and 

any priorities for the purchase of equipment in the near future that is consistent 

with any properly promulgated comprehensive scoping regulations, if any. 

c. In the event that Defendants intend to purchase equipment that moves between 

Subject Facilities, Defendants shall designate movable equipment on the 

remediation plan. 

d. A proposed schedule for completion of AME purchases/transfers for that Subject 

Facility over the four (4) year period from the date of the proposed remediation 

plan, with approximately 25% of AME purchases/transfers to be made each year 

over the course of the four (4) year period. 

30. Defendants, in consultation with Mr. Monty, will develop a final AME remediation plan 

(“Final AME Remediation Plan”) for the Subject Facilities that Plaintiffs will have the 

opportunity to review and comment on prior to finalization and adoption. Such final 

AME Remediation Plans will provide for Defendants to complete AME 

purchases/transfers for each non-BIMC Petrie Subject Facility within four (4) years of the 

date of completion of the AME remediation plan for said Subject Facility.  Each Final 

AME Remediation Plan will require Defendants, to the extent practicable, to make 

approximately 25% of all of the agreed-upon purchases or transfers of AME for each 

Subject Facility each year over the four-year period.   

31. With respect to AME remediation plans for the BIMC Petrie Subject Facilities, the 

parties agree to meet and confer to determine the extent, if any, to which construction or 

closing of any of the BIMC Petrie Subject Facilities would impact Defendants’ ability to 

make the AME purchases or transfers for the BIMC Petrie Subject Facilities.  

32. Mr. Monty will monitor HCH’s Final AME Remediation Plans for the Subject Facilities 

by undertaking whatever reviews he deems necessary, including but not limited to 

reviewing the relevant purchasing order and receiving order for all AME that Defendants 

acquire.  Defendants will, on a quarterly basis and as otherwise requested by Mr. Monty 

transmit to Mr. Monty all relevant purchasing and receiving orders and any other 

documents reasonably requested by Mr. Monty, in an electronic format or as determined 

in consultation with Defendants.  Mr. Monty will also perform Verification Inspections of 

AME at the Subject Facilities every six months, in consultation with the Parties 

concerning scheduling, logistics, and attendance.   

33. When, due to circumstances of which Defendants were not aware and/or advised prior to 

the Effective Date, Defendants in good faith come to believe that more than four (4) years 

will be needed to complete AME purchases or transfers at a particular Subject Facility 

(based on circumstances that include, but are not limited to budgetary and overall 

financial considerations), Defendants will advise Plaintiffs of the proposed extended 
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timeframe for completion of the work at such facility or facilities as soon as practicable 

after they become aware of the need for such an extension of time, and Plaintiffs will 

have an opportunity to provide their response.  If the parties cannot reach an agreement 

on their own or with the assistance of an expert regarding any extended timeframe for 

completion of AME purchases or transfers, the dispute shall be handled under the Section 

VIII Dispute Resolution process. 

V. POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

34. The Parties have negotiated, and Defendants have implemented, policies regarding 

effective communication for patients and visitors with vision disabilities, service animals, 

emergency evacuation at BIMC and SLR, and handling of patient complaints and 

grievances.  Exemplar copies of the vision disabilities policy, service animals policy, and 

handling of patient complaints and grievances policy are attached hereto as Exhibit D. 

Defendants have agreed to add the following language regarding equipment planning into 

their “Purchasing Policy – Users Guide”: 

The MSHS is committed to incorporating the American with Disabilities Act (“ADA”) 

guidelines into facility and equipment planning. All equipment planning will include an 

assessment as to the ability of the potential new equipment to be used by and/or for 

patients with disabilities, and where reasonable, practicable, and/or required by 

applicable law, MSHS will purchase equipment that can be accessed and/or used by 

patients with disabilities. Further, the MSHS hereby incorporates the ADA publication 

titled Access To Medical Care For Individuals With Disabilities into this Purchasing 

Policy for guidance on specific requirements of the ADA in medical settings. See 

Addendum 1 or follow this link: 

http://www.ada.gov/medcare_mobility_ta/medcare_ta.htm. 

35. The Parties will use their best efforts to finalize policies regarding effective 

communication for individuals who are Deaf or hard of hearing; website accessibility; 

patient assessment and reassessment; weight measurement; lifting and transferring 

patients with mobility disabilities; location, maintenance, and use of AME; ICU visitor 

access; and maintenance of accessible features, programs, and services by six months 

from the Effective Date, to the extent appropriate policy provisions governing these 

topics/issues are not already in place.  Should any Party believe that additional policies 

are necessary to serve patients and visitors with disabilities effectively, the Parties will 

meet and confer regarding the proposed new policy.  

36. Defendants will assign the following duties to an employee or employees at/for each of 

the Subject Facilities, which employee(s) will have appropriate expertise or will receive 

appropriate training in ensuring health care access for patients with disabilities: 

a. Overseeing and administering the adoption and implementation of access policies 

and procedures at the Subject Facilities; 

 

b. Addressing patient requests or complaints arising under existing policies or 

otherwise related to disability access issues; and 
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c. Managing the development and implementation of the training programs set forth 

in Section VI (Training) herein. 

 

37. In the event that, during the Term of the Agreement, Defendants seek to modify the terms 

of any policy listed in Paragraphs 34 or 35 of this Agreement in a manner that has any 

impact on the disability access or accommodations referenced therein, Defendants will 

provide Plaintiffs with copies of the proposed changes at least 60 days in advance of 

implementation unless legal or regulatory requirements make this timeline not feasible.  

Plaintiffs will review and comment upon the proposed changes within 14 days, and the 

Parties will meet and confer as to Plaintiffs’ comments, if any. 

 

VI. TRAINING 

 

38. Defendants have developed training for responsible staff maintaining accessible 

pathways, including removal of clutter from accessible counters, adjustment of door 

closers, and arrangement of furniture in waiting areas and other public areas, which is 

based on the training session provided by Dennis Monty on September 30, 2016 and the 

training materials Mr. Monty helped develop in connection therewith.  Defendants agree 

to provide this training to new hires who are responsible for maintaining accessible 

pathways, as part of their “unit based” orientation within two (2) months of their initial 

hire dates, and to current staff/employees who are responsible for maintaining accessible 

pathways as part of regular department “in service” training. 

 

39. Defendants will make new training materials on accessible pathways, accessibility 

policies, and AME available to Plaintiffs in connection with the bi-annual reports. 

 

40. Defendants will implement training for responsible staff on existing accessibility policies, 

with the goal of helping staff understand the needs of patients and visitors with 

disabilities, no later than seven (7) months from the Effective Date of this Agreement 

(unless said staff have already received such training within the twelve (12) months 

preceding the Effective Date of this Agreement).  All new staff who are responsible for 

implementing the existing accessibility policies will receive training on the relevant 

existing policies within two (2) months of their initial hire date.  Defendants agree to 

continue to provide this training to current staff/employees who are responsible for 

implementing accessibility policies as part of regular department “in service” training. 

 

41. Defendants will ensure that relevant staff who are responsible for operating, handling, 

and/or using AME receive training on the use of AME that has been purchased, including 

how to operate, store, and place AME, and on policies concerning the use of AME, 

including (a) weight measurement; (b) lifting and transferring patients with mobility 

disabilities; and (c) location, maintenance, and use of AME; within three (3) months from 

the date of purchase of such AME.  Defendants agree to provide this training to new hires 

who are responsible for operating, handling, and/or using AME as part of their “unit 

based” orientation within two (2) months of their initial hire dates, and to current staff 

and employees who are responsible for operating, handling, and/or using AME as part of 

regular department “in service” training. 
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VII. REPORTING  

 

42. Following execution of this Agreement, Defendants agree to produce written reports 

(sometimes referred to herein as “Scheduled Reporting”) as described in Paragraphs 44 

and 45 below: 

 

43. Bi-Annual Reporting: Defendants will, on a bi-annual basis (i.e., every six months), 

produce to Plaintiffs, with copies to SWA, a written report regarding work performed to 

implement this Agreement (the “Bi-Annual Reports”), which shall include: 

 

a. Updated Physical Barriers Remediation Schedules reflecting the scheduled and 

actual dates for SWA’s Physical Barrier Access Surveys of the Subject Facilities; 

 

b. Updates regarding the steps Defendants have taken to remediate 

architectural/physical barriers at the Subject Facilities since Defendants’ previous 

written report; 

 

c. Notification of completion of remediation in units/floors of any of the Subject 

Facilities; 

 

d. Descriptions of any changes or alterations (if any) to Defendants’ plans for 

continued/future use of units/floors at the Subject Facilities and their impact, if 

any, on plans for remediation of barriers at said facilities; 

 

e. Updates regarding GE’s AME inventorying, Mr. Monty’s Accessible Medical 

Equipment Surveying, and Mr. Monty’s reviews and Verification Inspections of 

AME remediation plans; 

 

f. Updates regarding Defendants’ progress on AME remediation plans for the 

Subject Facilities pursuant to the remediation plans set forth herein, detailing the 

AME that has been purchased; 
 

g. To the extent not inconsistent with existing laws, regulations, or rules, including 

but not limited to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 

1996, Public Law 104-191, as amended by the security provisions of the 

American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (“HIPAA”), and its 

implementing regulations, the Patient Safety Quality Improvement Act of 2005 

(“PSQIA”), the New York State Public Health Law, and the New York State 

Education Law, a de-identified summary of: (1) the grievances Defendants’ 

Patient Representative Department has received since Defendants’ previous 

written report, regarding access for people with disabilities at the Subject 

Facilities; and (2) descriptions of how Defendants addressed or intend to address 

such grievances.    
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h. Updates on training on accessibility policies and procedures, AME, or accessible 

pathways pursuant to this Agreement, including copies of relevant new training 

materials; 

 

i. Updated versions of the policies referenced in Paragraphs 34 and 35 herein (other 

than the Purchasing Policy – Users Guide and emergency evacuation at BIMC 

and SLR policies), if changes have been made to those policies since the previous 

written report; 

 

j. Updates or changes (if any) to the ADA language (referenced in paragraph 34 

herein) in the Purchasing Policy – Users Guide; 

 

k. Updates or changes (if any) to the disability access provisions of the emergency 

evacuation at BIMC and SLR policies; 

 

l. If Defendants have not met the deadlines for implementation set forth in this 

Agreement, an explanation for why the work has not been completed and the 

extent to which such work has been completed; 

 

m. What obstacles, if any, Defendants have encountered in complying with the 

Agreement; and 

 

n. What actions, if any, Defendants plans to take to remedy any problems that have 

caused noncompliance with this Agreement. 

 

44. Quarterly Reporting: For the quarterly periods that fall between the Bi-Annual Reports, 

Defendants will: 

 

a. Produce updated Physical Barriers Remediation Schedules; 

 

b. Produce updates of any spreadsheets or summary records Defendants keep in 

connection with surveying and/or remediation regarding AME; and 
 

c. Have a scheduled conference call, if requested by Plaintiffs, to discuss progress in 

the case, including any significant developments in any of the topics listed in 

paragraph 43. 

 

VIII.  DISPUTE RESOLUTION  

 

45. Any Party claiming that a violation has occurred or a dispute has arisen under this 

Agreement will give notice of the alleged violation or dispute in writing to the other 

Party. Within three weeks of the written claim of violation or dispute, the Parties will 

meet and confer to make a good-faith attempt to resolve the dispute or controversy, with 

the assistance of SWA, Mr. Monty or any other relevant subject-matter expert if 

necessary and agreed upon by the Parties. 
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46. If the Parties are unable to resolve any dispute arising under this Agreement after the 

meet and confer process has reached an impasse declared by any Party, the Parties may 

submit the dispute to Jed Melnick for resolution through mediation.  If Mr. Melnick 

determines that he needs the assistance of a neutral expert not already retained for this 

case to resolve such a dispute, Defendants shall pay that expert’s reasonable fees and 

expenses subject to review of the proposed neutral expert for appropriateness and 

conflicts and with a cap on fees and expenses of $10,000 absent further agreement of the 

parties. 

 

47. If mediation is unsuccessful, any of the Parties may apply to the Court to enforce the 

Agreement and/or for determinations on attorneys’ fees and costs pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 

12205, if necessary (see § IX herein).  The parties will jointly request that the Court 

retain jurisdiction over this Agreement in accordance with Section XI herein. 

   

IX. ATTORNEYS’ FEES AND COSTS 

 

48. Fees and Costs Through Effective Date of Agreement 
 

a. Upon the execution of this Agreement by all Parties, Plaintiffs and Defendants 

shall confer in good faith regarding Defendants’ payment of Plaintiffs’ reasonable 

attorneys’ fees and costs.  Any requests for reimbursement of Plaintiffs’ 

attorneys’ fees and costs submitted to Defendants by Plaintiffs shall include 

detailed listings by attorney of the work performed, date and specific hours for 

each task for each attorney or other legal personnel for whom Plaintiffs seek fees 

and costs.   

 

b. If agreement has not been reached within 120 days of Plaintiffs’ submission of the 

above-referenced fees and costs listings to Defendants, the fee matter shall be 

submitted to Jed Melnick for resolution through mediation pursuant to the 

processes set forth in Section VIII herein.  If the parties cannot reach an 

agreement through mediation before Jed Melnick, Plaintiffs can thereafter apply 

to the Court for a determination on attorneys’ fees and costs pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 

§ 12205 as set forth in paragraph 47.   

 

49. Fees and Costs Following Effective Date of Agreement: For all work performed after 

the Effective Date to monitor this Agreement, Plaintiffs’ counsel will submit bi-annual 

statements of their reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses to Defendants, listing with 

reasonable particularity the work performed and time expended, the persons performing 

the work, the hourly rate of each such person, and a description of the particular costs and 

expenses incurred.  If within 90 days of receiving Plaintiffs’ statement of attorneys’ fees 

agreement has not been reached, the fee matter shall be submitted to Jed Melnick for 

resolution through mediation pursuant to the processes set forth in Section VIII herein.  If 

the parties cannot reach an agreement through mediation before Jed Melnick, Plaintiffs 

can thereafter apply to the Court for a determination on attorneys’ fees and costs pursuant 

to 42. U.S.C. § 12205 as set forth in paragraph 47. 
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X. SUBSEQUENT CHANGES TO RELEVANT LAWS OR REGULATIONS 

 

50. If legislation is passed modifying Title III of the ADA or if the United States Department 

of Justice or any other applicable federal government entity promulgates final ADA Title 

III regulations regarding accessibility during the Term of this Agreement, this Agreement 

shall automatically, without further action by the Parties, be modified such that 

Defendants shall be required only to achieve compliance with the requirements set forth 

in any such legislation or regulation within the timeframe for compliance set forth in such 

legislation or regulation or this Agreement, whichever is longer. 

 

XI. RELEASE AND STIPULATION OF DISCONTINUANCE 

 

51. Plaintiffs each hereby irrevocably and unconditionally release, acquit and forever 

discharge Defendants and their respective officers, directors, trustees, managers, agents, 

employees, medical staff, faculty members, and representatives whether current or 

former, and Defendants current, former, or future parents, subsidiaries, members, and 

affiliates, from any and all manner of actions, proceedings, causes of action, claims, suits, 

debts, sums of money, accounts, contracts, controversies, agreements, promises, 

damages, judgments, claims, liabilities, terms, sanctions and demands, regarding the 

subject matter of the Lawsuit, Accessibility Standards, obligations towards people with 

disabilities, the Subject Facilities, and/or any other potential claims, whether known or 

unknown, that arose on or before the Effective Date of this Agreement; except, however, 

that Plaintiffs do not release any claim to enforce the terms of this Agreement.  The 

parties intend this release to have the maximum effect permissible under applicable law 

and precedent. 

 

52. Within five (5) days of execution of this Agreement, the parties will file with the Court, 

on the docket for the Lawsuit, a fully executed copy of the Stipulation and Order of 

Discontinuance With Prejudice that is annexed hereto as Exhibit E, which requests that 

the Court retain jurisdiction for purposes of enforcement and dispute resolution, and, in 

the event an agreement cannot be reached on attorneys’ fees and costs, for a 

determination on attorneys’ fees and costs pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 12205.  The Court’s 

retention of jurisdiction is a material condition of this Agreement and a material 

inducement for Defendants entering into this Agreement, and the Agreement will not 

become effective until the Court agrees to retain jurisdiction. 
 

XII. MISCELLANEOUS 

 

53. Non-admission.  The Parties enter into this Agreement to resolve the dispute that has 

arisen between them and to avoid the burden, expense and risk of litigation.  This 

Agreement is the result of a compromise and shall never be construed as an admission or 

acknowledgement by Defendants of any wrongdoing, liability, or violation of any 

Accessibility Standards, or any other federal, state, or local law, regulation, or duty on 

their part or on the part of their predecessors, successors, assigns, parents, subsidiaries, 

affiliates, attorneys, officers, directors, or employees. 
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54. This Agreement, any statements or negotiations made in connection with this Agreement, 

and any actions taken by Defendants under this Agreement may not be offered or 

admissible in evidence or in any fashion against Defendants in any action or proceeding 

for any purposes, except in an action or proceeding brought to enforce the terms of this 

Agreement by Plaintiffs or Defendants or in defense of any claims brought by any third 

party. 

 

55. Should this matter be submitted to court or arbitration proceedings, nothing in this 

Agreement addresses the production of any information or documents, bars or restricts 

the introduction of evidence, or prevents any party from in any way seeking any 

restriction on the production of information or documents or the introduction of evidence, 

during any phase of such judicial or arbitral proceedings. 

 

56. This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which will be 

considered an original, but all of which, when taken together, will constitute one and the 

same instrument. 

 

57. Unless otherwise indicated in the Agreement, all notices or communications required by 

this Agreement shall be in writing by certified mail addressed as follows, unless counsel 

for any Party notifies counsel for any other Party in writing of any change: 

 

To Plaintiffs’ counsel: 

Christina Brandt-Young 

Disability Rights Advocates 

675 Third Ave., Ste. 2216 

New York, NY 10017 

Cbrandt-young@dralegal.org 

To Defendants’ counsel: 

Frank C. Morris, Jr. 

Epstein Becker Green 

1227 25th Street, NW 

Washington, DC  20037 

FMorris@ebglaw.com 

And 

Scott R. Landau (via e-mail only) 

scott.landau@mountsinai.org 

 

58. This Agreement contains all the agreements, conditions, promises, and covenants among 

the Parties regarding matters set forth in it.  No representations, warranties, or promises 

have been made or relied upon by any party hereto, other than those contained herein.  It 

supersedes all prior or contemporaneous agreements, drafts, representations, or 
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understandings, either written or oral, with respect to the subject matter of the present 

Agreement, including without limitation the SSNA and Addendum.  

 

59. The Agreement may be modified only by means of a superseding written agreement, 

signed by the Parties.  

 

60. The Agreement shall, for all purposes, be governed by, construed, and enforced in 

accordance with applicable federal or New York law, except that any New York conflict 

of laws principles that may render New York law inapplicable shall not apply.  

 

61. This Agreement shall be binding upon, and inure to the benefit of the Parties, their 

respective heirs, executors, representatives, successors, and assigns.   

 

62. In the event that any portion of the Agreement is determined to be invalid or 

unenforceable for any reason, the remaining provisions of this Agreement shall remain in 

full force and effect, and such invalid or unenforceable provision shall automatically be 

deemed rewritten to the minimal extent necessary to eliminate such invalidity or 

unenforceability. 

 

63. The delay or failure to enforce or seek enforcement of any right under this Agreement 

shall not constitute or be construed as: (a) a waiver of such rights or any other rights; (b) 

a waiver of any remedy to enforce such rights or any other rights; or (c) acquiescence in 

any default.   

 

64. This Agreement shall become effective on the Effective Date.   When Defendants believe 

all remediations provided for by this Agreement have been completed, they will so notify 

Plaintiffs’ counsel in writing of this fact.  Unless Plaintiffs respond in writing and contest 

the completion of the remediations within 30 days of Defendants’ notice, this Agreement 

shall be deemed fully satisfied and concluded and the Term of the Agreement shall be 

deemed completed.  Should Plaintiffs not agree with Defendants’ notice, they shall 

provide Defendants with reasonable details in writing of any remediations Plaintiffs 

believe have not been completed. Any disputes over final completion of the remediations 

shall be resolved pursuant to the Dispute Resolution procedures in Section VIII of this 

Agreement. 
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	SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 
	This Settlement Agreement (“Agreement”) is entered into by United Spinal Association, Inc., Milagros Franco, Jean Ryan, Christina Curry, and Ellen Rubin (collectively “Plaintiffs”); and Beth Israel Medical Center, St. Luke’s Roosevelt Hospital Center, the New York Eye and Ear Infirmary, and Continuum Health Partners, Inc. (collectively, “Defendants,” “Heritage Continuum Hospitals” or “HCH”). Plaintiffs and Defendants, collectively, are hereinafter referred to as the “Parties.” 
	I. RECITALS 
	WHEREAS, Plaintiffs filed the above-captioned lawsuit (the “Lawsuit”) in the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York (the “Court”) on July 24, 2013, alleging that Defendants are violating their obligations towards people with disabilities under the Americans with Disabilities Act, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, the New York State Human Rights Law, and the New York City Human Rights Law, in three primary areas:  (a) architectural barriers impacting persons with disabilities
	WHEREAS, Defendants denied all violations of law alleged in the Lawsuit as to Plaintiffs, the putative class, or any other individual, and also denied there was any proper basis for certain claims against Defendants; 
	WHEREAS, the Parties entered into a Structured Settlement Negotiations Agreement (“SSNA”), effective February 3, 2014, for the purpose of developing a framework for negotiating a comprehensive settlement of some or all of the claims alleged in the Lawsuit that would cover the HCH facilities described below (the “Subject Facilities”);  
	WHEREAS, the Parties entered into an Addendum to the Structured Settlement Negotiations Agreement (“Addendum”), effective October 17, 2014, for the purpose of clarifying the rights and responsibilities of the Parties under the SSNA and providing a framework for continued negotiations between the Parties upon the voluntary dismissal of the Lawsuit without prejudice; 
	WHEREAS, the Parties filed a Stipulation of Dismissal pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 41(a)(1)(A) dismissing the Lawsuit without prejudice on October 29, 2014, as so-ordered by the Court (Castel, J.) on October 30, 2014; 
	WHEREAS, Steven Winter Associates, Inc. (“SWA”) was retained by Defendants to perform physical barrier access surveys of certain areas in the Subject Facilities not slated for sale or closure, to review certain interim physical barrier remediations performed by Defendants at the Subject Facilities, and to review plans for renovations and new construction at the Subject Facilities for compliance with applicable accessibility laws; 
	WHEREAS, to assist the Parties with negotiating and implementing the remedies described herein, the Parties agreed to tri-annual mediation sessions with Jed Melnick, Esq., a mediator with Judicial Arbitration and Mediation Services (“JAMS”), pursuant to a Mediation Agreement dated December 23, 2015; 
	WHEREAS, Defendants have retained Dennis Monty to advise on issues regarding Defendants’ compliance with the ADA Access Guidelines for Medical Equipment and to make recommendations for improving Defendants’ equipment deployment and purchasing standards to ensure equal access to health care for all of Defendants’ patients; 
	WHEREAS, the Parties have negotiated, and Defendants have implemented, the following policies and procedures:  effective communication for patients and visitors with vision disabilities, service animals, emergency evacuation at BIMC and SLR, and handling of patient complaints and grievances.; 
	WHEREAS, the Parties have negotiated a broad framework and schedule for the identification and remediation of architectural barriers at the Subject Facilities and for the monitoring of the remediation process, for the identification of accessible medical equipment currently owned by Defendants and the purchase of additional equipment as needed, and for the implementation of policies and procedures affecting patients and visitors with disabilities at Defendants’ facilities. 
	 
	 
	THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements contained herein, the parties enter into this Agreement. 
	II. DEFINITIONS 
	Access, Accessibility, and Accessible mean and refer to conditions that comply with the relevant and applicable standards set forth in federal, state and local disability rights laws, including the Americans with Disabilities Act as codified at 42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq.; the ADA Standards for Accessible Design, commonly referred to as the Americans with Disabilities Act Access Guidelines, as codified at Appendix A to 28 C.F.R. Part 36; the New York State Human Rights Law, N.Y. Executive Law § 290 et seq.; t
	Accessible Medical Equipment or AME means and refers to medical equipment that is accessible to and useable by patients with disabilities, including, but not limited to, examination tables, examination chairs, lift equipment, scales, diagnostic equipment (e.g., x-ray, mammography, and MRI equipment), dental chairs, ophthalmology equipment, and any other medical equipment used in the medical context for the provision of health care services. 
	Accessible Medical Equipment Survey means and refers to the process by which Dennis Monty will assess Accessible Medical Equipment in the Subject Facilities for compliance with Accessibility Standards. 
	Alternative formats means and refers to methods for communicating information contained in print materials to patients who are blind or have low vision, including, but not limited to, Braille, large print, digital and audio formats, and electronic files. 
	Auxiliary aids and services means and refers to devices or services that enable effective communication for persons who are Deaf, and include qualified interpreters provided either on-site or through video remote interpreting (“VRI”) services; note takers; real-time computer-aided transcription services; written materials; exchange of written notes; telephone handset amplifiers; assistive listening devices; assistive listening systems; telephones compatible with hearing aids; closed caption decoders; open a
	 
	BIMC Petrie Subject Facilities means and refers to the following BIMC facilities: Dazian Pavilion, Silver Pavilion, Karpas Pavilion, Linsky Pavilion, Baird Hall, and Fierman Hall. 
	Effective Communication means communication with persons with disabilities that is as effective as communication with others.  Effective communication is achieved by furnishing appropriate auxiliary aids and services where necessary to afford qualified individuals with 
	disabilities the full and equal enjoyment of the goods, services, facilities, privileges, advantages, or accommodations of a place of public accommodation.  
	Effective Date means the date on which the Court agrees to retain jurisdiction over this Agreement.  
	Existing Policies means and refers to Defendants’ policies regarding effective communication for patients and visitors with vision disabilities, service animals, emergency evacuation at BIMC and SLR, and handling of patient complaints and grievances. 
	Physical Barriers Remediation Schedule means and refers to the list, prepared by Defendants and periodically updated thereafter, of all Subject Facilities, that details, among other things, all Physical Barrier Access Survey dates (if any) for the Subject Facilities, and dates for exchanging comments about those surveys (see, e.g., Exhibit A hereto).   
	Heritage Continuum Hospitals (“HCH”) collectively means and refers to Continuum Health Partners, Inc. (“Continuum”), Beth Israel Medical Center (“BIMC”), St. Luke’s-Roosevelt Hospital Center (“SLR”), and the New York Eye & Ear Infirmary (“NYEEI”). 
	HCH Internal Evaluation means Defendants’ pre-Physical Barriers Access Survey evaluations of the Internal Evaluation Subject Facilities (defined below). 
	Internal Evaluation Subject Facilities means the units/floors in the Subject Facilities that: (1) remain open/in service and have not been closed; (2) contain patient care spaces or spaces that are intended for regular use by the public; and (3) have not already been surveyed by Steven Winter & Associates (“SWA”) or are not scheduled to be surveyed by SWA on or before August 23, 2017. 
	Physical Barriers Access Report means and refers to the written documents SWA will provide to the parties after performing a Physical Barrier Access Survey. 
	Physical Barrier Access Survey means and refers to the process by which SWA will assess the Subject Facilities for compliance with Accessibility Standards. 
	Non-BIMC Petrie Subject Facilities means and refers to the following  facilities: (a) BIMC Phillips Ambulatory Care Center (“PACC”), 10 Union Square East, New York, NY 10003;  (b) Roosevelt Hospital (“Roosevelt”), 1000 10th Avenue, New York, NY 10019; (c) BIMC Comprehensive Cancer Center (“CCC”), 325 West 15th Street, New York, NY 10025; (d) St. Luke’s Ambulatory Psychiatric Center, 411 West 114th Street, New York, NY 10025 ; (e) St. Luke’s Women’s Hospital/Babcock, 1111 Amsterdam Avenue, New York, NY 10025
	New York NY 10003; (p) New York Eye & Ear Outpatient Center, 230 Second Avenue, New York NY 10003; (q) New York Eye & Ear Extension Clinic, 380 Second Avenue, New York NY 10010; (r) New York Eye & Ear Infirmary, 310 East 14th Street, New York NY 10003; and (s) BIMC Bernstein Pavilion, 10 Nathan D. Perlman Place, New York, NY 10003. 
	Subject Facilities means and refers to, collectively, the BIMC Petrie Subject Facilities and the Non-BIMC Petrie Subject Facilities. 
	Term of this Agreement means and refers to the time from the Effective Date to the date on which the parties agree that the last accessibility barrier at the Subject Facilities has been remediated (pursuant to the procedures set forth in ¶ 64 herein) irrespective of whether it relates to architecture, medical equipment, or policies  
	Verification Inspections or Spot Checks means and refers to reviews by SWA to confirm that interim and/or permanent barrier remediations have been implemented satisfactorily as agreed to by the Parties. 
	Walk-through means and refers to the process by which SWA and representatives of the Parties (if they choose to attend) will visit a Subject Facility prior to conducting a Physical Barrier Access Survey to determine what areas will be included in a Physical Barrier Access Survey. 
	III. ARCHITECTURAL BARRIER REMEDIATION 
	 
	A. HCH Internal Evaluations 
	1. Defendants will conduct HCH Internal Evaluations at the Internal Evaluation Subject Facilities to determine the specific interim remediations, if any, that need to be implemented at each Internal Evaluation Subject Facility pursuant to the “PRE-PHYSICAL BARRIER ACCESS SURVEY REMEDIATION PRIORITIES SCHEDULE” attached hereto as Exhibit B. 
	 
	2. On a monthly basis, Defendants will advise Plaintiffs when each HCH Internal Evaluation has taken place and what HCH Internal Evaluations are scheduled to take place in the upcoming month, if known at that time.  Defendants will provide this information to Plaintiffs prior to the parties’ monthly status calls, if possible.  
	 
	3. No later than 10 days of the end of the period for completing requisite pre-Physical Barrier Access Surveys interim remediations as set forth in the “PRE-PHYSICAL BARRIER ACCESS SURVEY REMEDIATION PRIORITIES SCHEDULE,” if not earlier, Defendants will notify Plaintiffs and SWA that the interim remediation work has been completed in specific units/floors at the Internal Evaluation Subject Facilities.   
	 
	4. As soon as practicable after completion of interim remediations, but no later than thirty (30) days after such notification, SWA will devise a sampling process that it will use to conduct Verification Inspections, which will verify that the interim remediations described in Exhibit B hereto (other than those in Sections A.1.a, b, and h and B.2.a and b of Exhibit B hereto, which will not be reviewed by SWA) have been implemented in 
	those units/floors.  Any Verification Inspection shall be completed within 60 days after notification of the completion of interim remediations, subject to SWA’s availability.  SWA’s Verification Inspections typically shall not exceed 10% for repetitive items, unless SWA determines that additional Verification Inspections are advisable.  SWA will provide the parties with its intended sampling process for an Internal Evaluation Subject Facility unit/floor at least a week before any Verification Inspection is
	 
	5. If a SWA Verification Inspection finds that an interim remediation was not performed or provided satisfactorily as set forth in this Agreement, SWA will so advise the parties. Defendants will thereafter make the necessary changes within a reasonable period of time (to be agreed upon by the parties).  If there are any circumstances specific to a Subject Facility that render it impracticable or not readily achievable for Defendants to correct a particular remediation item, Defendants will notify Plaintiffs
	 
	B. Physical Barrier Access Surveys and Reports 
	6. Following execution of this Agreement, SWA will undertake Physical Barrier Access Surveys of the units/floors in the Non-BIMC Petrie Subject Facilities that: (1) remain open/in service and have not been closed; (2) contain patient care spaces or spaces that are intended for regular use by the public; (3) have not already been surveyed by SWA or another expert (see ¶ 14 herein); and (4) are not slated for construction that will include ADA compliant physical barriers access remediation within eighteen (18
	6. Following execution of this Agreement, SWA will undertake Physical Barrier Access Surveys of the units/floors in the Non-BIMC Petrie Subject Facilities that: (1) remain open/in service and have not been closed; (2) contain patient care spaces or spaces that are intended for regular use by the public; (3) have not already been surveyed by SWA or another expert (see ¶ 14 herein); and (4) are not slated for construction that will include ADA compliant physical barriers access remediation within eighteen (18
	6. Following execution of this Agreement, SWA will undertake Physical Barrier Access Surveys of the units/floors in the Non-BIMC Petrie Subject Facilities that: (1) remain open/in service and have not been closed; (2) contain patient care spaces or spaces that are intended for regular use by the public; (3) have not already been surveyed by SWA or another expert (see ¶ 14 herein); and (4) are not slated for construction that will include ADA compliant physical barriers access remediation within eighteen (18
	6. Following execution of this Agreement, SWA will undertake Physical Barrier Access Surveys of the units/floors in the Non-BIMC Petrie Subject Facilities that: (1) remain open/in service and have not been closed; (2) contain patient care spaces or spaces that are intended for regular use by the public; (3) have not already been surveyed by SWA or another expert (see ¶ 14 herein); and (4) are not slated for construction that will include ADA compliant physical barriers access remediation within eighteen (18
	6. Following execution of this Agreement, SWA will undertake Physical Barrier Access Surveys of the units/floors in the Non-BIMC Petrie Subject Facilities that: (1) remain open/in service and have not been closed; (2) contain patient care spaces or spaces that are intended for regular use by the public; (3) have not already been surveyed by SWA or another expert (see ¶ 14 herein); and (4) are not slated for construction that will include ADA compliant physical barriers access remediation within eighteen (18
	6. Following execution of this Agreement, SWA will undertake Physical Barrier Access Surveys of the units/floors in the Non-BIMC Petrie Subject Facilities that: (1) remain open/in service and have not been closed; (2) contain patient care spaces or spaces that are intended for regular use by the public; (3) have not already been surveyed by SWA or another expert (see ¶ 14 herein); and (4) are not slated for construction that will include ADA compliant physical barriers access remediation within eighteen (18





	 
	7. Physical Barrier Access Surveys performed by SWA will include the following parts of each Subject Facility that is subject to a Physical Barrier Access Survey: 
	 
	a. Publicly accessible areas of parking facilities, if any, of the Subject Facilities;  
	a. Publicly accessible areas of parking facilities, if any, of the Subject Facilities;  
	a. Publicly accessible areas of parking facilities, if any, of the Subject Facilities;  
	a. Publicly accessible areas of parking facilities, if any, of the Subject Facilities;  
	a. Publicly accessible areas of parking facilities, if any, of the Subject Facilities;  
	a. Publicly accessible areas of parking facilities, if any, of the Subject Facilities;  
	a. Publicly accessible areas of parking facilities, if any, of the Subject Facilities;  

	b. Paths of travel from publicly accessible portions of parking facilities of the Subject Facilities, if any, to building entrances, only to the extent that those paths of travel are within Defendants’ control; 
	b. Paths of travel from publicly accessible portions of parking facilities of the Subject Facilities, if any, to building entrances, only to the extent that those paths of travel are within Defendants’ control; 

	c. Lobby/entrance areas; 
	c. Lobby/entrance areas; 






	d. Elevators and/or lifts used by the public; 
	d. Elevators and/or lifts used by the public; 
	d. Elevators and/or lifts used by the public; 
	d. Elevators and/or lifts used by the public; 
	d. Elevators and/or lifts used by the public; 
	d. Elevators and/or lifts used by the public; 
	d. Elevators and/or lifts used by the public; 

	e. Public restrooms designated as accessible; 
	e. Public restrooms designated as accessible; 

	f. Public telephones; 
	f. Public telephones; 

	g. Waiting areas serving patient care areas, including any restrooms designated as accessible;  
	g. Waiting areas serving patient care areas, including any restrooms designated as accessible;  

	h. Representative exam rooms and exam rooms designated as accessible; 
	h. Representative exam rooms and exam rooms designated as accessible; 

	i. In-patient areas of departments and units, and representative patient rooms (including restrooms and shower rooms, if separate);  
	i. In-patient areas of departments and units, and representative patient rooms (including restrooms and shower rooms, if separate);  

	j. Paths of travel and accessibility of entrances to diagnostic facilities, physical therapy facilities, lab facilities (only to the extent used by the public), and pharmacies (only to the extent used by the public); 
	j. Paths of travel and accessibility of entrances to diagnostic facilities, physical therapy facilities, lab facilities (only to the extent used by the public), and pharmacies (only to the extent used by the public); 

	k. Diagnostic facilities, including radiology, only to the extent used by unescorted patients; 
	k. Diagnostic facilities, including radiology, only to the extent used by unescorted patients; 

	l. Physical therapy facilities; 
	l. Physical therapy facilities; 

	m. Lab facilities, only to the extent used by the public (if any); 
	m. Lab facilities, only to the extent used by the public (if any); 

	n. Pharmacies, only to the extent used by the public (if any);  
	n. Pharmacies, only to the extent used by the public (if any);  

	o. Administrative areas, only to the extent used by the public (if any); and 
	o. Administrative areas, only to the extent used by the public (if any); and 

	p. Intensive Care Unit (“ICU”) waiting areas, public restrooms, and paths of travel to ICU entrances. 
	p. Intensive Care Unit (“ICU”) waiting areas, public restrooms, and paths of travel to ICU entrances. 






	 
	8. Physical Barrier Access Surveys performed by SWA hereafter will not include the following parts of the Subject Facilities being surveyed: 
	8. Physical Barrier Access Surveys performed by SWA hereafter will not include the following parts of the Subject Facilities being surveyed: 
	8. Physical Barrier Access Surveys performed by SWA hereafter will not include the following parts of the Subject Facilities being surveyed: 
	8. Physical Barrier Access Surveys performed by SWA hereafter will not include the following parts of the Subject Facilities being surveyed: 
	8. Physical Barrier Access Surveys performed by SWA hereafter will not include the following parts of the Subject Facilities being surveyed: 
	8. Physical Barrier Access Surveys performed by SWA hereafter will not include the following parts of the Subject Facilities being surveyed: 





	 
	a. Areas that are not properly accessed and/or used by unescorted patients or members of the public, including but not limited to operating suites, morgues, etc. 
	a. Areas that are not properly accessed and/or used by unescorted patients or members of the public, including but not limited to operating suites, morgues, etc. 
	a. Areas that are not properly accessed and/or used by unescorted patients or members of the public, including but not limited to operating suites, morgues, etc. 
	a. Areas that are not properly accessed and/or used by unescorted patients or members of the public, including but not limited to operating suites, morgues, etc. 
	a. Areas that are not properly accessed and/or used by unescorted patients or members of the public, including but not limited to operating suites, morgues, etc. 
	a. Areas that are not properly accessed and/or used by unescorted patients or members of the public, including but not limited to operating suites, morgues, etc. 
	a. Areas that are not properly accessed and/or used by unescorted patients or members of the public, including but not limited to operating suites, morgues, etc. 

	b. ICUs (an ICU visitor access policy will be developed to address ICU visitor accessibility issues); 
	b. ICUs (an ICU visitor access policy will be developed to address ICU visitor accessibility issues); 

	c. Areas not used by the public, including but not limited to administrative and office spaces that do not service patient care areas or are otherwise not used by the public; 
	c. Areas not used by the public, including but not limited to administrative and office spaces that do not service patient care areas or are otherwise not used by the public; 

	d. Units/floors that are slated for construction within eighteen (18) months of the effective date of this Agreement that will include ADA compliant physical barriers access remediation (for which plans will be provided to Plaintiffs and SWA by Defendants for their comments prior to construction, in lieu of a Physical Barrier Access Survey, see infra ¶ 17); 
	d. Units/floors that are slated for construction within eighteen (18) months of the effective date of this Agreement that will include ADA compliant physical barriers access remediation (for which plans will be provided to Plaintiffs and SWA by Defendants for their comments prior to construction, in lieu of a Physical Barrier Access Survey, see infra ¶ 17); 

	e. Areas in Subject Facilities that will be emptied, closed, and/or decommissioned by Defendants within six months of the Execution Date; and 
	e. Areas in Subject Facilities that will be emptied, closed, and/or decommissioned by Defendants within six months of the Execution Date; and 

	f. BIMC Petrie Subject Facilities that are slated to be emptied and/or closed within the next six (6) months to (2) years. 
	f. BIMC Petrie Subject Facilities that are slated to be emptied and/or closed within the next six (6) months to (2) years. 






	 
	9. Counsel for Plaintiffs and counsel for Defendants, as well as one representative of each of the parties, may be, but are not required to be, present at Walk-throughs, Physical Barrier Access Surveys, and Verification Inspections conducted by SWA, with the total number of counsel and party representatives subject to reasonable limits to be agreed upon by the Parties if there is a request for more than one representative of each Party to be in attendance at same. 
	9. Counsel for Plaintiffs and counsel for Defendants, as well as one representative of each of the parties, may be, but are not required to be, present at Walk-throughs, Physical Barrier Access Surveys, and Verification Inspections conducted by SWA, with the total number of counsel and party representatives subject to reasonable limits to be agreed upon by the Parties if there is a request for more than one representative of each Party to be in attendance at same. 
	9. Counsel for Plaintiffs and counsel for Defendants, as well as one representative of each of the parties, may be, but are not required to be, present at Walk-throughs, Physical Barrier Access Surveys, and Verification Inspections conducted by SWA, with the total number of counsel and party representatives subject to reasonable limits to be agreed upon by the Parties if there is a request for more than one representative of each Party to be in attendance at same. 
	9. Counsel for Plaintiffs and counsel for Defendants, as well as one representative of each of the parties, may be, but are not required to be, present at Walk-throughs, Physical Barrier Access Surveys, and Verification Inspections conducted by SWA, with the total number of counsel and party representatives subject to reasonable limits to be agreed upon by the Parties if there is a request for more than one representative of each Party to be in attendance at same. 
	9. Counsel for Plaintiffs and counsel for Defendants, as well as one representative of each of the parties, may be, but are not required to be, present at Walk-throughs, Physical Barrier Access Surveys, and Verification Inspections conducted by SWA, with the total number of counsel and party representatives subject to reasonable limits to be agreed upon by the Parties if there is a request for more than one representative of each Party to be in attendance at same. 
	9. Counsel for Plaintiffs and counsel for Defendants, as well as one representative of each of the parties, may be, but are not required to be, present at Walk-throughs, Physical Barrier Access Surveys, and Verification Inspections conducted by SWA, with the total number of counsel and party representatives subject to reasonable limits to be agreed upon by the Parties if there is a request for more than one representative of each Party to be in attendance at same. 





	 
	10. Within a reasonable time after a Physical Barrier Access Survey has been completed for a given Subject Facility, SWA will issue a Physical Barrier Access Report for that Subject Facility, which shall include the following elements: 
	10. Within a reasonable time after a Physical Barrier Access Survey has been completed for a given Subject Facility, SWA will issue a Physical Barrier Access Report for that Subject Facility, which shall include the following elements: 
	10. Within a reasonable time after a Physical Barrier Access Survey has been completed for a given Subject Facility, SWA will issue a Physical Barrier Access Report for that Subject Facility, which shall include the following elements: 
	10. Within a reasonable time after a Physical Barrier Access Survey has been completed for a given Subject Facility, SWA will issue a Physical Barrier Access Report for that Subject Facility, which shall include the following elements: 
	10. Within a reasonable time after a Physical Barrier Access Survey has been completed for a given Subject Facility, SWA will issue a Physical Barrier Access Report for that Subject Facility, which shall include the following elements: 
	10. Within a reasonable time after a Physical Barrier Access Survey has been completed for a given Subject Facility, SWA will issue a Physical Barrier Access Report for that Subject Facility, which shall include the following elements: 





	 
	a. Identification of all physical elements that do not conform to applicable Accessibility Standards; 
	a. Identification of all physical elements that do not conform to applicable Accessibility Standards; 
	a. Identification of all physical elements that do not conform to applicable Accessibility Standards; 
	a. Identification of all physical elements that do not conform to applicable Accessibility Standards; 
	a. Identification of all physical elements that do not conform to applicable Accessibility Standards; 
	a. Identification of all physical elements that do not conform to applicable Accessibility Standards; 
	a. Identification of all physical elements that do not conform to applicable Accessibility Standards; 

	b. Measurements detailing any lack of compliance; 
	b. Measurements detailing any lack of compliance; 

	c. References to applicable code sections; 
	c. References to applicable code sections; 

	d. If known or determinable by SWA, proposed solutions for physical barrier removal, and/or policy solutions where architectural barrier removal is technically infeasible or not readily achievable; and 
	d. If known or determinable by SWA, proposed solutions for physical barrier removal, and/or policy solutions where architectural barrier removal is technically infeasible or not readily achievable; and 

	e. Identification of barriers to remediate on a priority basis, consistent with the Architectural Barriers Remediation Priorities Schedule, and any approved plans for future renovations or alterations at the Subject Facilities. 
	e. Identification of barriers to remediate on a priority basis, consistent with the Architectural Barriers Remediation Priorities Schedule, and any approved plans for future renovations or alterations at the Subject Facilities. 






	 
	C. Post-Physical Barrier Access Survey Processes and Procedures 
	11. After SWA issues a Physical Barriers Access Report for a Subject Facility, Defendants will have six (6) weeks from the date they receive the Report to provide Plaintiffs and SWA with their comments regarding the items identified in the report, unless Defendants request additional time to respond, consent to which shall not be unreasonably withheld by Plaintiffs.  SWA will review Defendants’ comments for, among other things, compliance with the Architectural Barriers Remediation Priorities Schedule.  Def
	11. After SWA issues a Physical Barriers Access Report for a Subject Facility, Defendants will have six (6) weeks from the date they receive the Report to provide Plaintiffs and SWA with their comments regarding the items identified in the report, unless Defendants request additional time to respond, consent to which shall not be unreasonably withheld by Plaintiffs.  SWA will review Defendants’ comments for, among other things, compliance with the Architectural Barriers Remediation Priorities Schedule.  Def
	11. After SWA issues a Physical Barriers Access Report for a Subject Facility, Defendants will have six (6) weeks from the date they receive the Report to provide Plaintiffs and SWA with their comments regarding the items identified in the report, unless Defendants request additional time to respond, consent to which shall not be unreasonably withheld by Plaintiffs.  SWA will review Defendants’ comments for, among other things, compliance with the Architectural Barriers Remediation Priorities Schedule.  Def
	11. After SWA issues a Physical Barriers Access Report for a Subject Facility, Defendants will have six (6) weeks from the date they receive the Report to provide Plaintiffs and SWA with their comments regarding the items identified in the report, unless Defendants request additional time to respond, consent to which shall not be unreasonably withheld by Plaintiffs.  SWA will review Defendants’ comments for, among other things, compliance with the Architectural Barriers Remediation Priorities Schedule.  Def
	11. After SWA issues a Physical Barriers Access Report for a Subject Facility, Defendants will have six (6) weeks from the date they receive the Report to provide Plaintiffs and SWA with their comments regarding the items identified in the report, unless Defendants request additional time to respond, consent to which shall not be unreasonably withheld by Plaintiffs.  SWA will review Defendants’ comments for, among other things, compliance with the Architectural Barriers Remediation Priorities Schedule.  Def
	11. After SWA issues a Physical Barriers Access Report for a Subject Facility, Defendants will have six (6) weeks from the date they receive the Report to provide Plaintiffs and SWA with their comments regarding the items identified in the report, unless Defendants request additional time to respond, consent to which shall not be unreasonably withheld by Plaintiffs.  SWA will review Defendants’ comments for, among other things, compliance with the Architectural Barriers Remediation Priorities Schedule.  Def

	12. The parties agree that SWA may assist Plaintiffs in their review of SWA’s Physical Barriers Access Reports and Defendants’ responses thereto, and to assist in preparing any replies thereto, as well as of other drawings/plans regarding proposed architectural renovations at the Subject Facilities that require architectural expertise, in order to reduce the time and cost incurred by Plaintiffs’ attorneys in reviewing, analyzing, digesting, and responding to such reports, drawings, and plans.  SWA agrees to
	12. The parties agree that SWA may assist Plaintiffs in their review of SWA’s Physical Barriers Access Reports and Defendants’ responses thereto, and to assist in preparing any replies thereto, as well as of other drawings/plans regarding proposed architectural renovations at the Subject Facilities that require architectural expertise, in order to reduce the time and cost incurred by Plaintiffs’ attorneys in reviewing, analyzing, digesting, and responding to such reports, drawings, and plans.  SWA agrees to

	13. Physical Barrier Access Surveys of the Non-BIMC Petrie Subject Facilities will be completed by January 21, 2019.  The proposed dates for completion of each specific Physical Barrier Access Report are set forth in the Physical Barriers Remediation Schedules, copies of which are to be exchanged at least as often as the Scheduled Reporting described in Part VII is circulated. 
	13. Physical Barrier Access Surveys of the Non-BIMC Petrie Subject Facilities will be completed by January 21, 2019.  The proposed dates for completion of each specific Physical Barrier Access Report are set forth in the Physical Barriers Remediation Schedules, copies of which are to be exchanged at least as often as the Scheduled Reporting described in Part VII is circulated. 





	D. Special Processes for Subject Facilities That Have Already Been Surveyed or That Will be Subject To Construction Including ADA Remediation 
	 
	14. SWA or a prior expert has conducted Walk-throughs and/or Physical Barrier Access Surveys, and has prepared Physical Barrier Access Reports for the following Subject Facilities: (1) PACC; (2) Dazian Pavilion; (3) Roosevelt Hospital; (4) CCC; (5) St. Luke’s Ambulatory Psychiatric Center; (6) St. Luke’s Women’s Hospital/Babcock; (7) St. Luke’s Clark Building; (8) St. Luke’s Science and Research Building; (9) St. Luke’s Stuyvesant Building; and (10) St. Luke’s Chapel and Muhlenberg (collectively the “Previo
	14. SWA or a prior expert has conducted Walk-throughs and/or Physical Barrier Access Surveys, and has prepared Physical Barrier Access Reports for the following Subject Facilities: (1) PACC; (2) Dazian Pavilion; (3) Roosevelt Hospital; (4) CCC; (5) St. Luke’s Ambulatory Psychiatric Center; (6) St. Luke’s Women’s Hospital/Babcock; (7) St. Luke’s Clark Building; (8) St. Luke’s Science and Research Building; (9) St. Luke’s Stuyvesant Building; and (10) St. Luke’s Chapel and Muhlenberg (collectively the “Previo
	14. SWA or a prior expert has conducted Walk-throughs and/or Physical Barrier Access Surveys, and has prepared Physical Barrier Access Reports for the following Subject Facilities: (1) PACC; (2) Dazian Pavilion; (3) Roosevelt Hospital; (4) CCC; (5) St. Luke’s Ambulatory Psychiatric Center; (6) St. Luke’s Women’s Hospital/Babcock; (7) St. Luke’s Clark Building; (8) St. Luke’s Science and Research Building; (9) St. Luke’s Stuyvesant Building; and (10) St. Luke’s Chapel and Muhlenberg (collectively the “Previo
	14. SWA or a prior expert has conducted Walk-throughs and/or Physical Barrier Access Surveys, and has prepared Physical Barrier Access Reports for the following Subject Facilities: (1) PACC; (2) Dazian Pavilion; (3) Roosevelt Hospital; (4) CCC; (5) St. Luke’s Ambulatory Psychiatric Center; (6) St. Luke’s Women’s Hospital/Babcock; (7) St. Luke’s Clark Building; (8) St. Luke’s Science and Research Building; (9) St. Luke’s Stuyvesant Building; and (10) St. Luke’s Chapel and Muhlenberg (collectively the “Previo
	14. SWA or a prior expert has conducted Walk-throughs and/or Physical Barrier Access Surveys, and has prepared Physical Barrier Access Reports for the following Subject Facilities: (1) PACC; (2) Dazian Pavilion; (3) Roosevelt Hospital; (4) CCC; (5) St. Luke’s Ambulatory Psychiatric Center; (6) St. Luke’s Women’s Hospital/Babcock; (7) St. Luke’s Clark Building; (8) St. Luke’s Science and Research Building; (9) St. Luke’s Stuyvesant Building; and (10) St. Luke’s Chapel and Muhlenberg (collectively the “Previo
	14. SWA or a prior expert has conducted Walk-throughs and/or Physical Barrier Access Surveys, and has prepared Physical Barrier Access Reports for the following Subject Facilities: (1) PACC; (2) Dazian Pavilion; (3) Roosevelt Hospital; (4) CCC; (5) St. Luke’s Ambulatory Psychiatric Center; (6) St. Luke’s Women’s Hospital/Babcock; (7) St. Luke’s Clark Building; (8) St. Luke’s Science and Research Building; (9) St. Luke’s Stuyvesant Building; and (10) St. Luke’s Chapel and Muhlenberg (collectively the “Previo

	15. In response to the expert reports produced by SWA or a prior expert following Physical Barrier Access Surveys at the first six Previously Surveyed Subject Facilities, Defendants have provided Plaintiffs with Defendants’ responses and comments, as well as in some cases “narrative summaries” of Defendants’ remediation plans for those facilities.   
	15. In response to the expert reports produced by SWA or a prior expert following Physical Barrier Access Surveys at the first six Previously Surveyed Subject Facilities, Defendants have provided Plaintiffs with Defendants’ responses and comments, as well as in some cases “narrative summaries” of Defendants’ remediation plans for those facilities.   

	16. Within fifteen (15) days of the Execution Date, Defendants will submit their existing or updated remediation plans for the Previously Surveyed Subject Facilities to SWA for review and comment.  Negotiation of final remediation plans for the Previously Surveyed Subject Facilities will take place pursuant to the processes described herein, with the caveat that Defendants, having not received complete responses or objections from Plaintiffs in response to their proposed remediation plans for the Previously
	16. Within fifteen (15) days of the Execution Date, Defendants will submit their existing or updated remediation plans for the Previously Surveyed Subject Facilities to SWA for review and comment.  Negotiation of final remediation plans for the Previously Surveyed Subject Facilities will take place pursuant to the processes described herein, with the caveat that Defendants, having not received complete responses or objections from Plaintiffs in response to their proposed remediation plans for the Previously

	17. For units/floors in the Subject Facilities that are slated for construction to begin within eighteen (18) months of the execution of this Agreement that will include ADA-compliant physical barriers access remediation (and thus will not be subject to Physical Barrier Access Surveys), Defendants will provide drawings to Plaintiffs and SWA for them to review for compliance with Accessibility Standards. 
	17. For units/floors in the Subject Facilities that are slated for construction to begin within eighteen (18) months of the execution of this Agreement that will include ADA-compliant physical barriers access remediation (and thus will not be subject to Physical Barrier Access Surveys), Defendants will provide drawings to Plaintiffs and SWA for them to review for compliance with Accessibility Standards. 





	E. Permanent Remediations   
	18. SWA will communicate with the Parties on a regular and transparent basis regarding remediation work, to ensure that remediation is being appropriately implemented and the progress thereof is being tracked appropriately.  SWA may communicate or meet with either or both Parties in connection with remediation work separately or together at the request of either Party. 
	18. SWA will communicate with the Parties on a regular and transparent basis regarding remediation work, to ensure that remediation is being appropriately implemented and the progress thereof is being tracked appropriately.  SWA may communicate or meet with either or both Parties in connection with remediation work separately or together at the request of either Party. 
	18. SWA will communicate with the Parties on a regular and transparent basis regarding remediation work, to ensure that remediation is being appropriately implemented and the progress thereof is being tracked appropriately.  SWA may communicate or meet with either or both Parties in connection with remediation work separately or together at the request of either Party. 
	18. SWA will communicate with the Parties on a regular and transparent basis regarding remediation work, to ensure that remediation is being appropriately implemented and the progress thereof is being tracked appropriately.  SWA may communicate or meet with either or both Parties in connection with remediation work separately or together at the request of either Party. 
	18. SWA will communicate with the Parties on a regular and transparent basis regarding remediation work, to ensure that remediation is being appropriately implemented and the progress thereof is being tracked appropriately.  SWA may communicate or meet with either or both Parties in connection with remediation work separately or together at the request of either Party. 
	18. SWA will communicate with the Parties on a regular and transparent basis regarding remediation work, to ensure that remediation is being appropriately implemented and the progress thereof is being tracked appropriately.  SWA may communicate or meet with either or both Parties in connection with remediation work separately or together at the request of either Party. 

	19. As set forth more fully in Section VII herein, following execution of this Agreement, Defendants will, as part of Defendants’ reporting obligations, produce to Plaintiffs, with copies to SWA, amended Physical Barriers Remediation Schedules and progress updates on the development and implementation of architectural remediation plans for barriers at the Subject Facilities.  SWA will review those materials to ensure that the remediation 
	19. As set forth more fully in Section VII herein, following execution of this Agreement, Defendants will, as part of Defendants’ reporting obligations, produce to Plaintiffs, with copies to SWA, amended Physical Barriers Remediation Schedules and progress updates on the development and implementation of architectural remediation plans for barriers at the Subject Facilities.  SWA will review those materials to ensure that the remediation 





	work to be performed is being undertaken and prioritized properly and in a timely fashion. 
	work to be performed is being undertaken and prioritized properly and in a timely fashion. 
	work to be performed is being undertaken and prioritized properly and in a timely fashion. 
	work to be performed is being undertaken and prioritized properly and in a timely fashion. 
	work to be performed is being undertaken and prioritized properly and in a timely fashion. 
	work to be performed is being undertaken and prioritized properly and in a timely fashion. 

	20. Defendants will use their best efforts to implement fully the remediation plans that the Parties have agreed upon for each of the Subject Facilities no later than five (5) years from the finalization of the remediation plan for each such Subject Facility.  Defendants will prioritize the post-Physical Barriers Access Survey remediations set forth in Exhibit C hereto within the time frames set forth in that document.  Plaintiffs will not unreasonably withhold their consent to the extent the time frame for
	20. Defendants will use their best efforts to implement fully the remediation plans that the Parties have agreed upon for each of the Subject Facilities no later than five (5) years from the finalization of the remediation plan for each such Subject Facility.  Defendants will prioritize the post-Physical Barriers Access Survey remediations set forth in Exhibit C hereto within the time frames set forth in that document.  Plaintiffs will not unreasonably withhold their consent to the extent the time frame for

	21. Where, due to circumstances of which Defendants were not aware and/or advised  prior to the Effective Date, Defendants in good faith come to believe that more than five (5) years will be needed to complete physical barriers remediation at a particular Subject Facility (based on considerations that include, but are not limited to: (1) the size and use/purpose of the facility; (2) the nature and scope of the agreed-upon work; (3) the impact on the agreed-upon work on operations and health care delivery; a
	21. Where, due to circumstances of which Defendants were not aware and/or advised  prior to the Effective Date, Defendants in good faith come to believe that more than five (5) years will be needed to complete physical barriers remediation at a particular Subject Facility (based on considerations that include, but are not limited to: (1) the size and use/purpose of the facility; (2) the nature and scope of the agreed-upon work; (3) the impact on the agreed-upon work on operations and health care delivery; a





	F. Post-Physical Barrier Access Report Verification Inspections 
	22. No later than thirty (30) days after post-Physical Barrier Access Report remediations (a/k/a “permanent remediations”) have been completed in given units/floors in a Subject Facility and regulatory inspections and approvals have occurred/been granted as are required for opening said unit/floor (if any), Defendants will notify Plaintiffs and SWA. 
	22. No later than thirty (30) days after post-Physical Barrier Access Report remediations (a/k/a “permanent remediations”) have been completed in given units/floors in a Subject Facility and regulatory inspections and approvals have occurred/been granted as are required for opening said unit/floor (if any), Defendants will notify Plaintiffs and SWA. 
	22. No later than thirty (30) days after post-Physical Barrier Access Report remediations (a/k/a “permanent remediations”) have been completed in given units/floors in a Subject Facility and regulatory inspections and approvals have occurred/been granted as are required for opening said unit/floor (if any), Defendants will notify Plaintiffs and SWA. 
	22. No later than thirty (30) days after post-Physical Barrier Access Report remediations (a/k/a “permanent remediations”) have been completed in given units/floors in a Subject Facility and regulatory inspections and approvals have occurred/been granted as are required for opening said unit/floor (if any), Defendants will notify Plaintiffs and SWA. 
	22. No later than thirty (30) days after post-Physical Barrier Access Report remediations (a/k/a “permanent remediations”) have been completed in given units/floors in a Subject Facility and regulatory inspections and approvals have occurred/been granted as are required for opening said unit/floor (if any), Defendants will notify Plaintiffs and SWA. 
	22. No later than thirty (30) days after post-Physical Barrier Access Report remediations (a/k/a “permanent remediations”) have been completed in given units/floors in a Subject Facility and regulatory inspections and approvals have occurred/been granted as are required for opening said unit/floor (if any), Defendants will notify Plaintiffs and SWA. 

	23. As soon as practicable after such notification, but no later than thirty (30) days thereafter, subject to SWA’s availability, SWA will devise a sampling process that it will use to conduct Verification Inspections, which will verify that the remediations agreed upon by the Parties have been implemented in those units/floors.  SWA’s Verification Inspections typically shall not exceed 10% for repetitive items, unless SWA determines that additional Verification Inspections are advisable.  SWA will provide 
	23. As soon as practicable after such notification, but no later than thirty (30) days thereafter, subject to SWA’s availability, SWA will devise a sampling process that it will use to conduct Verification Inspections, which will verify that the remediations agreed upon by the Parties have been implemented in those units/floors.  SWA’s Verification Inspections typically shall not exceed 10% for repetitive items, unless SWA determines that additional Verification Inspections are advisable.  SWA will provide 

	24. If a SWA Spot Check finds that a permanent remediative measure was not performed or provided satisfactorily as set forth in this Agreement, SWA will so advise the parties. Defendants will thereafter make the necessary changes within a reasonable period of time 
	24. If a SWA Spot Check finds that a permanent remediative measure was not performed or provided satisfactorily as set forth in this Agreement, SWA will so advise the parties. Defendants will thereafter make the necessary changes within a reasonable period of time 





	(to be agreed upon by the parties).  If there are any circumstances specific to a Subject Facility that render it impracticable or not readily achievable for Defendants to correct a particular remediation item (including but not limited to, remediations with minor/de minimis discrepancies that are within acceptable construction tolerance and would not materially impact accessibility) Defendants will notify Plaintiffs and the parties will meet and confer, with the recommendation of SWA, as to the appropriate
	(to be agreed upon by the parties).  If there are any circumstances specific to a Subject Facility that render it impracticable or not readily achievable for Defendants to correct a particular remediation item (including but not limited to, remediations with minor/de minimis discrepancies that are within acceptable construction tolerance and would not materially impact accessibility) Defendants will notify Plaintiffs and the parties will meet and confer, with the recommendation of SWA, as to the appropriate
	(to be agreed upon by the parties).  If there are any circumstances specific to a Subject Facility that render it impracticable or not readily achievable for Defendants to correct a particular remediation item (including but not limited to, remediations with minor/de minimis discrepancies that are within acceptable construction tolerance and would not materially impact accessibility) Defendants will notify Plaintiffs and the parties will meet and confer, with the recommendation of SWA, as to the appropriate
	(to be agreed upon by the parties).  If there are any circumstances specific to a Subject Facility that render it impracticable or not readily achievable for Defendants to correct a particular remediation item (including but not limited to, remediations with minor/de minimis discrepancies that are within acceptable construction tolerance and would not materially impact accessibility) Defendants will notify Plaintiffs and the parties will meet and confer, with the recommendation of SWA, as to the appropriate
	(to be agreed upon by the parties).  If there are any circumstances specific to a Subject Facility that render it impracticable or not readily achievable for Defendants to correct a particular remediation item (including but not limited to, remediations with minor/de minimis discrepancies that are within acceptable construction tolerance and would not materially impact accessibility) Defendants will notify Plaintiffs and the parties will meet and confer, with the recommendation of SWA, as to the appropriate
	(to be agreed upon by the parties).  If there are any circumstances specific to a Subject Facility that render it impracticable or not readily achievable for Defendants to correct a particular remediation item (including but not limited to, remediations with minor/de minimis discrepancies that are within acceptable construction tolerance and would not materially impact accessibility) Defendants will notify Plaintiffs and the parties will meet and confer, with the recommendation of SWA, as to the appropriate





	G. Miscellaneous 
	25. To the extent that there are changes or alterations to Defendants plans, details, or timeframes for: (1) Defendants’ continued/future use of units/floors in the Subject Facilities; or (2) completion of agreed-upon work, Defendants will advise Plaintiffs of such changes and the impact (if any) on any evaluations, surveys, reports, inspections, or plans for remediations in said units/floors and/or at those Subject Facilities pursuant to the terms set forth herein.  If Plaintiffs disagree with Defendants’ 
	25. To the extent that there are changes or alterations to Defendants plans, details, or timeframes for: (1) Defendants’ continued/future use of units/floors in the Subject Facilities; or (2) completion of agreed-upon work, Defendants will advise Plaintiffs of such changes and the impact (if any) on any evaluations, surveys, reports, inspections, or plans for remediations in said units/floors and/or at those Subject Facilities pursuant to the terms set forth herein.  If Plaintiffs disagree with Defendants’ 
	25. To the extent that there are changes or alterations to Defendants plans, details, or timeframes for: (1) Defendants’ continued/future use of units/floors in the Subject Facilities; or (2) completion of agreed-upon work, Defendants will advise Plaintiffs of such changes and the impact (if any) on any evaluations, surveys, reports, inspections, or plans for remediations in said units/floors and/or at those Subject Facilities pursuant to the terms set forth herein.  If Plaintiffs disagree with Defendants’ 
	25. To the extent that there are changes or alterations to Defendants plans, details, or timeframes for: (1) Defendants’ continued/future use of units/floors in the Subject Facilities; or (2) completion of agreed-upon work, Defendants will advise Plaintiffs of such changes and the impact (if any) on any evaluations, surveys, reports, inspections, or plans for remediations in said units/floors and/or at those Subject Facilities pursuant to the terms set forth herein.  If Plaintiffs disagree with Defendants’ 
	25. To the extent that there are changes or alterations to Defendants plans, details, or timeframes for: (1) Defendants’ continued/future use of units/floors in the Subject Facilities; or (2) completion of agreed-upon work, Defendants will advise Plaintiffs of such changes and the impact (if any) on any evaluations, surveys, reports, inspections, or plans for remediations in said units/floors and/or at those Subject Facilities pursuant to the terms set forth herein.  If Plaintiffs disagree with Defendants’ 
	25. To the extent that there are changes or alterations to Defendants plans, details, or timeframes for: (1) Defendants’ continued/future use of units/floors in the Subject Facilities; or (2) completion of agreed-upon work, Defendants will advise Plaintiffs of such changes and the impact (if any) on any evaluations, surveys, reports, inspections, or plans for remediations in said units/floors and/or at those Subject Facilities pursuant to the terms set forth herein.  If Plaintiffs disagree with Defendants’ 





	IV. ACCESSIBLE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT REMEDIATION 
	26. Defendants have retained GE Healthcare (“GE”) to, in relevant part, inventory AME for the Subject Facilities, which inventories will commence in early March 2017 and which are expected to be completed by June 30, 2017, if not earlier (the “AME Inventories”).  
	26. Defendants have retained GE Healthcare (“GE”) to, in relevant part, inventory AME for the Subject Facilities, which inventories will commence in early March 2017 and which are expected to be completed by June 30, 2017, if not earlier (the “AME Inventories”).  
	26. Defendants have retained GE Healthcare (“GE”) to, in relevant part, inventory AME for the Subject Facilities, which inventories will commence in early March 2017 and which are expected to be completed by June 30, 2017, if not earlier (the “AME Inventories”).  
	26. Defendants have retained GE Healthcare (“GE”) to, in relevant part, inventory AME for the Subject Facilities, which inventories will commence in early March 2017 and which are expected to be completed by June 30, 2017, if not earlier (the “AME Inventories”).  
	26. Defendants have retained GE Healthcare (“GE”) to, in relevant part, inventory AME for the Subject Facilities, which inventories will commence in early March 2017 and which are expected to be completed by June 30, 2017, if not earlier (the “AME Inventories”).  
	26. Defendants have retained GE Healthcare (“GE”) to, in relevant part, inventory AME for the Subject Facilities, which inventories will commence in early March 2017 and which are expected to be completed by June 30, 2017, if not earlier (the “AME Inventories”).  

	27. Defendants have retained Dennis Monty to: (a) review all AME inventories performed by GE; (b) inspect equipment in person as needed to determine what additional purchases or transfers of AME are necessary to meet Accessibility Standards understanding, however, that there are presently no comprehensive scoping standards for AME; (c) develop strategies for purchasing or acquiring AME as necessary; (d) recommend timelines and priorities for completing acquisition of AME; (e) recommend types of AME to purch
	27. Defendants have retained Dennis Monty to: (a) review all AME inventories performed by GE; (b) inspect equipment in person as needed to determine what additional purchases or transfers of AME are necessary to meet Accessibility Standards understanding, however, that there are presently no comprehensive scoping standards for AME; (c) develop strategies for purchasing or acquiring AME as necessary; (d) recommend timelines and priorities for completing acquisition of AME; (e) recommend types of AME to purch

	28. The Parties and Dennis Monty will meet and confer regarding the AME inventory process, if necessary. 
	28. The Parties and Dennis Monty will meet and confer regarding the AME inventory process, if necessary. 

	29. No more than two months after Mr. Monty has reviewed GE’s AME Inventory of a given Subject Facility, Mr. Monty will send the Parties recommendations for an AME remediation plan at that Subject Facility as follows:   
	29. No more than two months after Mr. Monty has reviewed GE’s AME Inventory of a given Subject Facility, Mr. Monty will send the Parties recommendations for an AME remediation plan at that Subject Facility as follows:   

	a. The AME remediation plan will specify the number or amount of accessible examination tables, weight scales, lift and transfer equipment, mammography equipment, and other equipment that Defendants should purchase, with reference 
	a. The AME remediation plan will specify the number or amount of accessible examination tables, weight scales, lift and transfer equipment, mammography equipment, and other equipment that Defendants should purchase, with reference 
	a. The AME remediation plan will specify the number or amount of accessible examination tables, weight scales, lift and transfer equipment, mammography equipment, and other equipment that Defendants should purchase, with reference 






	to applicable scoping standards, including comprehensive standards if such are properly promulgated.   
	to applicable scoping standards, including comprehensive standards if such are properly promulgated.   
	to applicable scoping standards, including comprehensive standards if such are properly promulgated.   
	to applicable scoping standards, including comprehensive standards if such are properly promulgated.   
	to applicable scoping standards, including comprehensive standards if such are properly promulgated.   
	to applicable scoping standards, including comprehensive standards if such are properly promulgated.   
	to applicable scoping standards, including comprehensive standards if such are properly promulgated.   

	b. The AME remediation plan will further specify the percentages of each type of accessible medical equipment that Defendants should maintain in the future and any priorities for the purchase of equipment in the near future that is consistent with any properly promulgated comprehensive scoping regulations, if any. 
	b. The AME remediation plan will further specify the percentages of each type of accessible medical equipment that Defendants should maintain in the future and any priorities for the purchase of equipment in the near future that is consistent with any properly promulgated comprehensive scoping regulations, if any. 

	c. In the event that Defendants intend to purchase equipment that moves between Subject Facilities, Defendants shall designate movable equipment on the remediation plan. 
	c. In the event that Defendants intend to purchase equipment that moves between Subject Facilities, Defendants shall designate movable equipment on the remediation plan. 

	d. A proposed schedule for completion of AME purchases/transfers for that Subject Facility over the four (4) year period from the date of the proposed remediation plan, with approximately 25% of AME purchases/transfers to be made each year over the course of the four (4) year period. 
	d. A proposed schedule for completion of AME purchases/transfers for that Subject Facility over the four (4) year period from the date of the proposed remediation plan, with approximately 25% of AME purchases/transfers to be made each year over the course of the four (4) year period. 


	30. Defendants, in consultation with Mr. Monty, will develop a final AME remediation plan (“Final AME Remediation Plan”) for the Subject Facilities that Plaintiffs will have the opportunity to review and comment on prior to finalization and adoption. Such final AME Remediation Plans will provide for Defendants to complete AME purchases/transfers for each non-BIMC Petrie Subject Facility within four (4) years of the date of completion of the AME remediation plan for said Subject Facility.  Each Final AME Rem
	30. Defendants, in consultation with Mr. Monty, will develop a final AME remediation plan (“Final AME Remediation Plan”) for the Subject Facilities that Plaintiffs will have the opportunity to review and comment on prior to finalization and adoption. Such final AME Remediation Plans will provide for Defendants to complete AME purchases/transfers for each non-BIMC Petrie Subject Facility within four (4) years of the date of completion of the AME remediation plan for said Subject Facility.  Each Final AME Rem

	31. With respect to AME remediation plans for the BIMC Petrie Subject Facilities, the parties agree to meet and confer to determine the extent, if any, to which construction or closing of any of the BIMC Petrie Subject Facilities would impact Defendants’ ability to make the AME purchases or transfers for the BIMC Petrie Subject Facilities.  
	31. With respect to AME remediation plans for the BIMC Petrie Subject Facilities, the parties agree to meet and confer to determine the extent, if any, to which construction or closing of any of the BIMC Petrie Subject Facilities would impact Defendants’ ability to make the AME purchases or transfers for the BIMC Petrie Subject Facilities.  

	32. Mr. Monty will monitor HCH’s Final AME Remediation Plans for the Subject Facilities by undertaking whatever reviews he deems necessary, including but not limited to reviewing the relevant purchasing order and receiving order for all AME that Defendants acquire.  Defendants will, on a quarterly basis and as otherwise requested by Mr. Monty transmit to Mr. Monty all relevant purchasing and receiving orders and any other documents reasonably requested by Mr. Monty, in an electronic format or as determined 
	32. Mr. Monty will monitor HCH’s Final AME Remediation Plans for the Subject Facilities by undertaking whatever reviews he deems necessary, including but not limited to reviewing the relevant purchasing order and receiving order for all AME that Defendants acquire.  Defendants will, on a quarterly basis and as otherwise requested by Mr. Monty transmit to Mr. Monty all relevant purchasing and receiving orders and any other documents reasonably requested by Mr. Monty, in an electronic format or as determined 

	33. When, due to circumstances of which Defendants were not aware and/or advised prior to the Effective Date, Defendants in good faith come to believe that more than four (4) years will be needed to complete AME purchases or transfers at a particular Subject Facility (based on circumstances that include, but are not limited to budgetary and overall financial considerations), Defendants will advise Plaintiffs of the proposed extended 
	33. When, due to circumstances of which Defendants were not aware and/or advised prior to the Effective Date, Defendants in good faith come to believe that more than four (4) years will be needed to complete AME purchases or transfers at a particular Subject Facility (based on circumstances that include, but are not limited to budgetary and overall financial considerations), Defendants will advise Plaintiffs of the proposed extended 





	timeframe for completion of the work at such facility or facilities as soon as practicable after they become aware of the need for such an extension of time, and Plaintiffs will have an opportunity to provide their response.  If the parties cannot reach an agreement on their own or with the assistance of an expert regarding any extended timeframe for completion of AME purchases or transfers, the dispute shall be handled under the Section VIII Dispute Resolution process. 
	timeframe for completion of the work at such facility or facilities as soon as practicable after they become aware of the need for such an extension of time, and Plaintiffs will have an opportunity to provide their response.  If the parties cannot reach an agreement on their own or with the assistance of an expert regarding any extended timeframe for completion of AME purchases or transfers, the dispute shall be handled under the Section VIII Dispute Resolution process. 
	timeframe for completion of the work at such facility or facilities as soon as practicable after they become aware of the need for such an extension of time, and Plaintiffs will have an opportunity to provide their response.  If the parties cannot reach an agreement on their own or with the assistance of an expert regarding any extended timeframe for completion of AME purchases or transfers, the dispute shall be handled under the Section VIII Dispute Resolution process. 
	timeframe for completion of the work at such facility or facilities as soon as practicable after they become aware of the need for such an extension of time, and Plaintiffs will have an opportunity to provide their response.  If the parties cannot reach an agreement on their own or with the assistance of an expert regarding any extended timeframe for completion of AME purchases or transfers, the dispute shall be handled under the Section VIII Dispute Resolution process. 
	timeframe for completion of the work at such facility or facilities as soon as practicable after they become aware of the need for such an extension of time, and Plaintiffs will have an opportunity to provide their response.  If the parties cannot reach an agreement on their own or with the assistance of an expert regarding any extended timeframe for completion of AME purchases or transfers, the dispute shall be handled under the Section VIII Dispute Resolution process. 
	timeframe for completion of the work at such facility or facilities as soon as practicable after they become aware of the need for such an extension of time, and Plaintiffs will have an opportunity to provide their response.  If the parties cannot reach an agreement on their own or with the assistance of an expert regarding any extended timeframe for completion of AME purchases or transfers, the dispute shall be handled under the Section VIII Dispute Resolution process. 





	V. POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 
	34. The Parties have negotiated, and Defendants have implemented, policies regarding effective communication for patients and visitors with vision disabilities, service animals, emergency evacuation at BIMC and SLR, and handling of patient complaints and grievances.  Exemplar copies of the vision disabilities policy, service animals policy, and handling of patient complaints and grievances policy are attached hereto as Exhibit D. Defendants have agreed to add the following language regarding equipment plann
	34. The Parties have negotiated, and Defendants have implemented, policies regarding effective communication for patients and visitors with vision disabilities, service animals, emergency evacuation at BIMC and SLR, and handling of patient complaints and grievances.  Exemplar copies of the vision disabilities policy, service animals policy, and handling of patient complaints and grievances policy are attached hereto as Exhibit D. Defendants have agreed to add the following language regarding equipment plann
	34. The Parties have negotiated, and Defendants have implemented, policies regarding effective communication for patients and visitors with vision disabilities, service animals, emergency evacuation at BIMC and SLR, and handling of patient complaints and grievances.  Exemplar copies of the vision disabilities policy, service animals policy, and handling of patient complaints and grievances policy are attached hereto as Exhibit D. Defendants have agreed to add the following language regarding equipment plann
	34. The Parties have negotiated, and Defendants have implemented, policies regarding effective communication for patients and visitors with vision disabilities, service animals, emergency evacuation at BIMC and SLR, and handling of patient complaints and grievances.  Exemplar copies of the vision disabilities policy, service animals policy, and handling of patient complaints and grievances policy are attached hereto as Exhibit D. Defendants have agreed to add the following language regarding equipment plann
	34. The Parties have negotiated, and Defendants have implemented, policies regarding effective communication for patients and visitors with vision disabilities, service animals, emergency evacuation at BIMC and SLR, and handling of patient complaints and grievances.  Exemplar copies of the vision disabilities policy, service animals policy, and handling of patient complaints and grievances policy are attached hereto as Exhibit D. Defendants have agreed to add the following language regarding equipment plann
	34. The Parties have negotiated, and Defendants have implemented, policies regarding effective communication for patients and visitors with vision disabilities, service animals, emergency evacuation at BIMC and SLR, and handling of patient complaints and grievances.  Exemplar copies of the vision disabilities policy, service animals policy, and handling of patient complaints and grievances policy are attached hereto as Exhibit D. Defendants have agreed to add the following language regarding equipment plann





	The MSHS is committed to incorporating the American with Disabilities Act (“ADA”) guidelines into facility and equipment planning. All equipment planning will include an assessment as to the ability of the potential new equipment to be used by and/or for patients with disabilities, and where reasonable, practicable, and/or required by applicable law, MSHS will purchase equipment that can be accessed and/or used by patients with disabilities. Further, the MSHS hereby incorporates the ADA publication titled A
	35. The Parties will use their best efforts to finalize policies regarding effective communication for individuals who are Deaf or hard of hearing; website accessibility; patient assessment and reassessment; weight measurement; lifting and transferring patients with mobility disabilities; location, maintenance, and use of AME; ICU visitor access; and maintenance of accessible features, programs, and services by six months from the Effective Date, to the extent appropriate policy provisions governing these t
	35. The Parties will use their best efforts to finalize policies regarding effective communication for individuals who are Deaf or hard of hearing; website accessibility; patient assessment and reassessment; weight measurement; lifting and transferring patients with mobility disabilities; location, maintenance, and use of AME; ICU visitor access; and maintenance of accessible features, programs, and services by six months from the Effective Date, to the extent appropriate policy provisions governing these t
	35. The Parties will use their best efforts to finalize policies regarding effective communication for individuals who are Deaf or hard of hearing; website accessibility; patient assessment and reassessment; weight measurement; lifting and transferring patients with mobility disabilities; location, maintenance, and use of AME; ICU visitor access; and maintenance of accessible features, programs, and services by six months from the Effective Date, to the extent appropriate policy provisions governing these t
	35. The Parties will use their best efforts to finalize policies regarding effective communication for individuals who are Deaf or hard of hearing; website accessibility; patient assessment and reassessment; weight measurement; lifting and transferring patients with mobility disabilities; location, maintenance, and use of AME; ICU visitor access; and maintenance of accessible features, programs, and services by six months from the Effective Date, to the extent appropriate policy provisions governing these t
	35. The Parties will use their best efforts to finalize policies regarding effective communication for individuals who are Deaf or hard of hearing; website accessibility; patient assessment and reassessment; weight measurement; lifting and transferring patients with mobility disabilities; location, maintenance, and use of AME; ICU visitor access; and maintenance of accessible features, programs, and services by six months from the Effective Date, to the extent appropriate policy provisions governing these t
	35. The Parties will use their best efforts to finalize policies regarding effective communication for individuals who are Deaf or hard of hearing; website accessibility; patient assessment and reassessment; weight measurement; lifting and transferring patients with mobility disabilities; location, maintenance, and use of AME; ICU visitor access; and maintenance of accessible features, programs, and services by six months from the Effective Date, to the extent appropriate policy provisions governing these t

	36. Defendants will assign the following duties to an employee or employees at/for each of the Subject Facilities, which employee(s) will have appropriate expertise or will receive appropriate training in ensuring health care access for patients with disabilities: 
	36. Defendants will assign the following duties to an employee or employees at/for each of the Subject Facilities, which employee(s) will have appropriate expertise or will receive appropriate training in ensuring health care access for patients with disabilities: 

	a. Overseeing and administering the adoption and implementation of access policies and procedures at the Subject Facilities; 
	a. Overseeing and administering the adoption and implementation of access policies and procedures at the Subject Facilities; 
	a. Overseeing and administering the adoption and implementation of access policies and procedures at the Subject Facilities; 






	 
	b. Addressing patient requests or complaints arising under existing policies or otherwise related to disability access issues; and 
	c. Managing the development and implementation of the training programs set forth in Section VI (Training) herein. 
	 
	37. In the event that, during the Term of the Agreement, Defendants seek to modify the terms of any policy listed in Paragraphs 34 or 35 of this Agreement in a manner that has any impact on the disability access or accommodations referenced therein, Defendants will provide Plaintiffs with copies of the proposed changes at least 60 days in advance of implementation unless legal or regulatory requirements make this timeline not feasible.  Plaintiffs will review and comment upon the proposed changes within 14 
	37. In the event that, during the Term of the Agreement, Defendants seek to modify the terms of any policy listed in Paragraphs 34 or 35 of this Agreement in a manner that has any impact on the disability access or accommodations referenced therein, Defendants will provide Plaintiffs with copies of the proposed changes at least 60 days in advance of implementation unless legal or regulatory requirements make this timeline not feasible.  Plaintiffs will review and comment upon the proposed changes within 14 
	37. In the event that, during the Term of the Agreement, Defendants seek to modify the terms of any policy listed in Paragraphs 34 or 35 of this Agreement in a manner that has any impact on the disability access or accommodations referenced therein, Defendants will provide Plaintiffs with copies of the proposed changes at least 60 days in advance of implementation unless legal or regulatory requirements make this timeline not feasible.  Plaintiffs will review and comment upon the proposed changes within 14 
	37. In the event that, during the Term of the Agreement, Defendants seek to modify the terms of any policy listed in Paragraphs 34 or 35 of this Agreement in a manner that has any impact on the disability access or accommodations referenced therein, Defendants will provide Plaintiffs with copies of the proposed changes at least 60 days in advance of implementation unless legal or regulatory requirements make this timeline not feasible.  Plaintiffs will review and comment upon the proposed changes within 14 
	37. In the event that, during the Term of the Agreement, Defendants seek to modify the terms of any policy listed in Paragraphs 34 or 35 of this Agreement in a manner that has any impact on the disability access or accommodations referenced therein, Defendants will provide Plaintiffs with copies of the proposed changes at least 60 days in advance of implementation unless legal or regulatory requirements make this timeline not feasible.  Plaintiffs will review and comment upon the proposed changes within 14 
	37. In the event that, during the Term of the Agreement, Defendants seek to modify the terms of any policy listed in Paragraphs 34 or 35 of this Agreement in a manner that has any impact on the disability access or accommodations referenced therein, Defendants will provide Plaintiffs with copies of the proposed changes at least 60 days in advance of implementation unless legal or regulatory requirements make this timeline not feasible.  Plaintiffs will review and comment upon the proposed changes within 14 





	 
	VI. TRAINING 
	 
	38. Defendants have developed training for responsible staff maintaining accessible pathways, including removal of clutter from accessible counters, adjustment of door closers, and arrangement of furniture in waiting areas and other public areas, which is based on the training session provided by Dennis Monty on September 30, 2016 and the training materials Mr. Monty helped develop in connection therewith.  Defendants agree to provide this training to new hires who are responsible for maintaining accessible
	38. Defendants have developed training for responsible staff maintaining accessible pathways, including removal of clutter from accessible counters, adjustment of door closers, and arrangement of furniture in waiting areas and other public areas, which is based on the training session provided by Dennis Monty on September 30, 2016 and the training materials Mr. Monty helped develop in connection therewith.  Defendants agree to provide this training to new hires who are responsible for maintaining accessible
	38. Defendants have developed training for responsible staff maintaining accessible pathways, including removal of clutter from accessible counters, adjustment of door closers, and arrangement of furniture in waiting areas and other public areas, which is based on the training session provided by Dennis Monty on September 30, 2016 and the training materials Mr. Monty helped develop in connection therewith.  Defendants agree to provide this training to new hires who are responsible for maintaining accessible
	38. Defendants have developed training for responsible staff maintaining accessible pathways, including removal of clutter from accessible counters, adjustment of door closers, and arrangement of furniture in waiting areas and other public areas, which is based on the training session provided by Dennis Monty on September 30, 2016 and the training materials Mr. Monty helped develop in connection therewith.  Defendants agree to provide this training to new hires who are responsible for maintaining accessible
	38. Defendants have developed training for responsible staff maintaining accessible pathways, including removal of clutter from accessible counters, adjustment of door closers, and arrangement of furniture in waiting areas and other public areas, which is based on the training session provided by Dennis Monty on September 30, 2016 and the training materials Mr. Monty helped develop in connection therewith.  Defendants agree to provide this training to new hires who are responsible for maintaining accessible
	38. Defendants have developed training for responsible staff maintaining accessible pathways, including removal of clutter from accessible counters, adjustment of door closers, and arrangement of furniture in waiting areas and other public areas, which is based on the training session provided by Dennis Monty on September 30, 2016 and the training materials Mr. Monty helped develop in connection therewith.  Defendants agree to provide this training to new hires who are responsible for maintaining accessible





	 
	39. Defendants will make new training materials on accessible pathways, accessibility policies, and AME available to Plaintiffs in connection with the bi-annual reports. 
	39. Defendants will make new training materials on accessible pathways, accessibility policies, and AME available to Plaintiffs in connection with the bi-annual reports. 
	39. Defendants will make new training materials on accessible pathways, accessibility policies, and AME available to Plaintiffs in connection with the bi-annual reports. 
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	39. Defendants will make new training materials on accessible pathways, accessibility policies, and AME available to Plaintiffs in connection with the bi-annual reports. 
	39. Defendants will make new training materials on accessible pathways, accessibility policies, and AME available to Plaintiffs in connection with the bi-annual reports. 





	 
	40. Defendants will implement training for responsible staff on existing accessibility policies, with the goal of helping staff understand the needs of patients and visitors with disabilities, no later than seven (7) months from the Effective Date of this Agreement (unless said staff have already received such training within the twelve (12) months preceding the Effective Date of this Agreement).  All new staff who are responsible for implementing the existing accessibility policies will receive training on
	40. Defendants will implement training for responsible staff on existing accessibility policies, with the goal of helping staff understand the needs of patients and visitors with disabilities, no later than seven (7) months from the Effective Date of this Agreement (unless said staff have already received such training within the twelve (12) months preceding the Effective Date of this Agreement).  All new staff who are responsible for implementing the existing accessibility policies will receive training on
	40. Defendants will implement training for responsible staff on existing accessibility policies, with the goal of helping staff understand the needs of patients and visitors with disabilities, no later than seven (7) months from the Effective Date of this Agreement (unless said staff have already received such training within the twelve (12) months preceding the Effective Date of this Agreement).  All new staff who are responsible for implementing the existing accessibility policies will receive training on
	40. Defendants will implement training for responsible staff on existing accessibility policies, with the goal of helping staff understand the needs of patients and visitors with disabilities, no later than seven (7) months from the Effective Date of this Agreement (unless said staff have already received such training within the twelve (12) months preceding the Effective Date of this Agreement).  All new staff who are responsible for implementing the existing accessibility policies will receive training on
	40. Defendants will implement training for responsible staff on existing accessibility policies, with the goal of helping staff understand the needs of patients and visitors with disabilities, no later than seven (7) months from the Effective Date of this Agreement (unless said staff have already received such training within the twelve (12) months preceding the Effective Date of this Agreement).  All new staff who are responsible for implementing the existing accessibility policies will receive training on
	40. Defendants will implement training for responsible staff on existing accessibility policies, with the goal of helping staff understand the needs of patients and visitors with disabilities, no later than seven (7) months from the Effective Date of this Agreement (unless said staff have already received such training within the twelve (12) months preceding the Effective Date of this Agreement).  All new staff who are responsible for implementing the existing accessibility policies will receive training on





	 
	41. Defendants will ensure that relevant staff who are responsible for operating, handling, and/or using AME receive training on the use of AME that has been purchased, including how to operate, store, and place AME, and on policies concerning the use of AME, including (a) weight measurement; (b) lifting and transferring patients with mobility disabilities; and (c) location, maintenance, and use of AME; within three (3) months from the date of purchase of such AME.  Defendants agree to provide this training
	41. Defendants will ensure that relevant staff who are responsible for operating, handling, and/or using AME receive training on the use of AME that has been purchased, including how to operate, store, and place AME, and on policies concerning the use of AME, including (a) weight measurement; (b) lifting and transferring patients with mobility disabilities; and (c) location, maintenance, and use of AME; within three (3) months from the date of purchase of such AME.  Defendants agree to provide this training
	41. Defendants will ensure that relevant staff who are responsible for operating, handling, and/or using AME receive training on the use of AME that has been purchased, including how to operate, store, and place AME, and on policies concerning the use of AME, including (a) weight measurement; (b) lifting and transferring patients with mobility disabilities; and (c) location, maintenance, and use of AME; within three (3) months from the date of purchase of such AME.  Defendants agree to provide this training
	41. Defendants will ensure that relevant staff who are responsible for operating, handling, and/or using AME receive training on the use of AME that has been purchased, including how to operate, store, and place AME, and on policies concerning the use of AME, including (a) weight measurement; (b) lifting and transferring patients with mobility disabilities; and (c) location, maintenance, and use of AME; within three (3) months from the date of purchase of such AME.  Defendants agree to provide this training
	41. Defendants will ensure that relevant staff who are responsible for operating, handling, and/or using AME receive training on the use of AME that has been purchased, including how to operate, store, and place AME, and on policies concerning the use of AME, including (a) weight measurement; (b) lifting and transferring patients with mobility disabilities; and (c) location, maintenance, and use of AME; within three (3) months from the date of purchase of such AME.  Defendants agree to provide this training
	41. Defendants will ensure that relevant staff who are responsible for operating, handling, and/or using AME receive training on the use of AME that has been purchased, including how to operate, store, and place AME, and on policies concerning the use of AME, including (a) weight measurement; (b) lifting and transferring patients with mobility disabilities; and (c) location, maintenance, and use of AME; within three (3) months from the date of purchase of such AME.  Defendants agree to provide this training





	 
	VII. REPORTING  
	 
	42. Following execution of this Agreement, Defendants agree to produce written reports (sometimes referred to herein as “Scheduled Reporting”) as described in Paragraphs 44 and 45 below: 
	42. Following execution of this Agreement, Defendants agree to produce written reports (sometimes referred to herein as “Scheduled Reporting”) as described in Paragraphs 44 and 45 below: 
	42. Following execution of this Agreement, Defendants agree to produce written reports (sometimes referred to herein as “Scheduled Reporting”) as described in Paragraphs 44 and 45 below: 
	42. Following execution of this Agreement, Defendants agree to produce written reports (sometimes referred to herein as “Scheduled Reporting”) as described in Paragraphs 44 and 45 below: 
	42. Following execution of this Agreement, Defendants agree to produce written reports (sometimes referred to herein as “Scheduled Reporting”) as described in Paragraphs 44 and 45 below: 
	42. Following execution of this Agreement, Defendants agree to produce written reports (sometimes referred to herein as “Scheduled Reporting”) as described in Paragraphs 44 and 45 below: 





	 
	43. Bi-Annual Reporting: Defendants will, on a bi-annual basis (i.e., every six months), produce to Plaintiffs, with copies to SWA, a written report regarding work performed to implement this Agreement (the “Bi-Annual Reports”), which shall include: 
	43. Bi-Annual Reporting: Defendants will, on a bi-annual basis (i.e., every six months), produce to Plaintiffs, with copies to SWA, a written report regarding work performed to implement this Agreement (the “Bi-Annual Reports”), which shall include: 
	43. Bi-Annual Reporting: Defendants will, on a bi-annual basis (i.e., every six months), produce to Plaintiffs, with copies to SWA, a written report regarding work performed to implement this Agreement (the “Bi-Annual Reports”), which shall include: 
	43. Bi-Annual Reporting: Defendants will, on a bi-annual basis (i.e., every six months), produce to Plaintiffs, with copies to SWA, a written report regarding work performed to implement this Agreement (the “Bi-Annual Reports”), which shall include: 
	43. Bi-Annual Reporting: Defendants will, on a bi-annual basis (i.e., every six months), produce to Plaintiffs, with copies to SWA, a written report regarding work performed to implement this Agreement (the “Bi-Annual Reports”), which shall include: 
	43. Bi-Annual Reporting: Defendants will, on a bi-annual basis (i.e., every six months), produce to Plaintiffs, with copies to SWA, a written report regarding work performed to implement this Agreement (the “Bi-Annual Reports”), which shall include: 





	 
	a. Updated Physical Barriers Remediation Schedules reflecting the scheduled and actual dates for SWA’s Physical Barrier Access Surveys of the Subject Facilities; 
	a. Updated Physical Barriers Remediation Schedules reflecting the scheduled and actual dates for SWA’s Physical Barrier Access Surveys of the Subject Facilities; 
	a. Updated Physical Barriers Remediation Schedules reflecting the scheduled and actual dates for SWA’s Physical Barrier Access Surveys of the Subject Facilities; 
	a. Updated Physical Barriers Remediation Schedules reflecting the scheduled and actual dates for SWA’s Physical Barrier Access Surveys of the Subject Facilities; 
	a. Updated Physical Barriers Remediation Schedules reflecting the scheduled and actual dates for SWA’s Physical Barrier Access Surveys of the Subject Facilities; 
	a. Updated Physical Barriers Remediation Schedules reflecting the scheduled and actual dates for SWA’s Physical Barrier Access Surveys of the Subject Facilities; 
	a. Updated Physical Barriers Remediation Schedules reflecting the scheduled and actual dates for SWA’s Physical Barrier Access Surveys of the Subject Facilities; 






	 
	b. Updates regarding the steps Defendants have taken to remediate architectural/physical barriers at the Subject Facilities since Defendants’ previous written report; 
	b. Updates regarding the steps Defendants have taken to remediate architectural/physical barriers at the Subject Facilities since Defendants’ previous written report; 
	b. Updates regarding the steps Defendants have taken to remediate architectural/physical barriers at the Subject Facilities since Defendants’ previous written report; 
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	b. Updates regarding the steps Defendants have taken to remediate architectural/physical barriers at the Subject Facilities since Defendants’ previous written report; 
	b. Updates regarding the steps Defendants have taken to remediate architectural/physical barriers at the Subject Facilities since Defendants’ previous written report; 






	 
	c. Notification of completion of remediation in units/floors of any of the Subject Facilities; 
	c. Notification of completion of remediation in units/floors of any of the Subject Facilities; 
	c. Notification of completion of remediation in units/floors of any of the Subject Facilities; 
	c. Notification of completion of remediation in units/floors of any of the Subject Facilities; 
	c. Notification of completion of remediation in units/floors of any of the Subject Facilities; 
	c. Notification of completion of remediation in units/floors of any of the Subject Facilities; 
	c. Notification of completion of remediation in units/floors of any of the Subject Facilities; 






	 
	d. Descriptions of any changes or alterations (if any) to Defendants’ plans for continued/future use of units/floors at the Subject Facilities and their impact, if any, on plans for remediation of barriers at said facilities; 
	d. Descriptions of any changes or alterations (if any) to Defendants’ plans for continued/future use of units/floors at the Subject Facilities and their impact, if any, on plans for remediation of barriers at said facilities; 
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	d. Descriptions of any changes or alterations (if any) to Defendants’ plans for continued/future use of units/floors at the Subject Facilities and their impact, if any, on plans for remediation of barriers at said facilities; 






	 
	e. Updates regarding GE’s AME inventorying, Mr. Monty’s Accessible Medical Equipment Surveying, and Mr. Monty’s reviews and Verification Inspections of AME remediation plans; 
	e. Updates regarding GE’s AME inventorying, Mr. Monty’s Accessible Medical Equipment Surveying, and Mr. Monty’s reviews and Verification Inspections of AME remediation plans; 
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	e. Updates regarding GE’s AME inventorying, Mr. Monty’s Accessible Medical Equipment Surveying, and Mr. Monty’s reviews and Verification Inspections of AME remediation plans; 
	e. Updates regarding GE’s AME inventorying, Mr. Monty’s Accessible Medical Equipment Surveying, and Mr. Monty’s reviews and Verification Inspections of AME remediation plans; 






	 
	f. Updates regarding Defendants’ progress on AME remediation plans for the Subject Facilities pursuant to the remediation plans set forth herein, detailing the AME that has been purchased; 
	f. Updates regarding Defendants’ progress on AME remediation plans for the Subject Facilities pursuant to the remediation plans set forth herein, detailing the AME that has been purchased; 
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	f. Updates regarding Defendants’ progress on AME remediation plans for the Subject Facilities pursuant to the remediation plans set forth herein, detailing the AME that has been purchased; 






	 
	g. To the extent not inconsistent with existing laws, regulations, or rules, including but not limited to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, Public Law 104-191, as amended by the security provisions of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (“HIPAA”), and its implementing regulations, the Patient Safety Quality Improvement Act of 2005 (“PSQIA”), the New York State Public Health Law, and the New York State Education Law, a de-identified summary of: (1) the grievances
	g. To the extent not inconsistent with existing laws, regulations, or rules, including but not limited to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, Public Law 104-191, as amended by the security provisions of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (“HIPAA”), and its implementing regulations, the Patient Safety Quality Improvement Act of 2005 (“PSQIA”), the New York State Public Health Law, and the New York State Education Law, a de-identified summary of: (1) the grievances
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	h. Updates on training on accessibility policies and procedures, AME, or accessible pathways pursuant to this Agreement, including copies of relevant new training materials; 
	h. Updates on training on accessibility policies and procedures, AME, or accessible pathways pursuant to this Agreement, including copies of relevant new training materials; 
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	h. Updates on training on accessibility policies and procedures, AME, or accessible pathways pursuant to this Agreement, including copies of relevant new training materials; 






	 
	i. Updated versions of the policies referenced in Paragraphs 34 and 35 herein (other than the Purchasing Policy – Users Guide and emergency evacuation at BIMC and SLR policies), if changes have been made to those policies since the previous written report; 
	i. Updated versions of the policies referenced in Paragraphs 34 and 35 herein (other than the Purchasing Policy – Users Guide and emergency evacuation at BIMC and SLR policies), if changes have been made to those policies since the previous written report; 
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	i. Updated versions of the policies referenced in Paragraphs 34 and 35 herein (other than the Purchasing Policy – Users Guide and emergency evacuation at BIMC and SLR policies), if changes have been made to those policies since the previous written report; 
	i. Updated versions of the policies referenced in Paragraphs 34 and 35 herein (other than the Purchasing Policy – Users Guide and emergency evacuation at BIMC and SLR policies), if changes have been made to those policies since the previous written report; 
	i. Updated versions of the policies referenced in Paragraphs 34 and 35 herein (other than the Purchasing Policy – Users Guide and emergency evacuation at BIMC and SLR policies), if changes have been made to those policies since the previous written report; 






	 
	j. Updates or changes (if any) to the ADA language (referenced in paragraph 34 herein) in the Purchasing Policy – Users Guide; 
	j. Updates or changes (if any) to the ADA language (referenced in paragraph 34 herein) in the Purchasing Policy – Users Guide; 
	j. Updates or changes (if any) to the ADA language (referenced in paragraph 34 herein) in the Purchasing Policy – Users Guide; 
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	j. Updates or changes (if any) to the ADA language (referenced in paragraph 34 herein) in the Purchasing Policy – Users Guide; 






	 
	k. Updates or changes (if any) to the disability access provisions of the emergency evacuation at BIMC and SLR policies; 
	k. Updates or changes (if any) to the disability access provisions of the emergency evacuation at BIMC and SLR policies; 
	k. Updates or changes (if any) to the disability access provisions of the emergency evacuation at BIMC and SLR policies; 
	k. Updates or changes (if any) to the disability access provisions of the emergency evacuation at BIMC and SLR policies; 
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	k. Updates or changes (if any) to the disability access provisions of the emergency evacuation at BIMC and SLR policies; 
	k. Updates or changes (if any) to the disability access provisions of the emergency evacuation at BIMC and SLR policies; 






	 
	l. If Defendants have not met the deadlines for implementation set forth in this Agreement, an explanation for why the work has not been completed and the extent to which such work has been completed; 
	l. If Defendants have not met the deadlines for implementation set forth in this Agreement, an explanation for why the work has not been completed and the extent to which such work has been completed; 
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	l. If Defendants have not met the deadlines for implementation set forth in this Agreement, an explanation for why the work has not been completed and the extent to which such work has been completed; 






	 
	m. What obstacles, if any, Defendants have encountered in complying with the Agreement; and 
	m. What obstacles, if any, Defendants have encountered in complying with the Agreement; and 
	m. What obstacles, if any, Defendants have encountered in complying with the Agreement; and 
	m. What obstacles, if any, Defendants have encountered in complying with the Agreement; and 
	m. What obstacles, if any, Defendants have encountered in complying with the Agreement; and 
	m. What obstacles, if any, Defendants have encountered in complying with the Agreement; and 
	m. What obstacles, if any, Defendants have encountered in complying with the Agreement; and 






	 
	n. What actions, if any, Defendants plans to take to remedy any problems that have caused noncompliance with this Agreement. 
	n. What actions, if any, Defendants plans to take to remedy any problems that have caused noncompliance with this Agreement. 
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	n. What actions, if any, Defendants plans to take to remedy any problems that have caused noncompliance with this Agreement. 






	 
	44. Quarterly Reporting: For the quarterly periods that fall between the Bi-Annual Reports, Defendants will: 
	44. Quarterly Reporting: For the quarterly periods that fall between the Bi-Annual Reports, Defendants will: 
	44. Quarterly Reporting: For the quarterly periods that fall between the Bi-Annual Reports, Defendants will: 
	44. Quarterly Reporting: For the quarterly periods that fall between the Bi-Annual Reports, Defendants will: 
	44. Quarterly Reporting: For the quarterly periods that fall between the Bi-Annual Reports, Defendants will: 
	44. Quarterly Reporting: For the quarterly periods that fall between the Bi-Annual Reports, Defendants will: 





	 
	a. Produce updated Physical Barriers Remediation Schedules; 
	a. Produce updated Physical Barriers Remediation Schedules; 
	a. Produce updated Physical Barriers Remediation Schedules; 


	 
	b. Produce updates of any spreadsheets or summary records Defendants keep in connection with surveying and/or remediation regarding AME; and 
	b. Produce updates of any spreadsheets or summary records Defendants keep in connection with surveying and/or remediation regarding AME; and 
	b. Produce updates of any spreadsheets or summary records Defendants keep in connection with surveying and/or remediation regarding AME; and 


	 
	c. Have a scheduled conference call, if requested by Plaintiffs, to discuss progress in the case, including any significant developments in any of the topics listed in paragraph 
	c. Have a scheduled conference call, if requested by Plaintiffs, to discuss progress in the case, including any significant developments in any of the topics listed in paragraph 
	c. Have a scheduled conference call, if requested by Plaintiffs, to discuss progress in the case, including any significant developments in any of the topics listed in paragraph 
	c. Have a scheduled conference call, if requested by Plaintiffs, to discuss progress in the case, including any significant developments in any of the topics listed in paragraph 
	43
	43

	. 



	 
	VIII.  DISPUTE RESOLUTION  
	 
	45. Any Party claiming that a violation has occurred or a dispute has arisen under this Agreement will give notice of the alleged violation or dispute in writing to the other Party. Within three weeks of the written claim of violation or dispute, the Parties will meet and confer to make a good-faith attempt to resolve the dispute or controversy, with the assistance of SWA, Mr. Monty or any other relevant subject-matter expert if necessary and agreed upon by the Parties. 
	45. Any Party claiming that a violation has occurred or a dispute has arisen under this Agreement will give notice of the alleged violation or dispute in writing to the other Party. Within three weeks of the written claim of violation or dispute, the Parties will meet and confer to make a good-faith attempt to resolve the dispute or controversy, with the assistance of SWA, Mr. Monty or any other relevant subject-matter expert if necessary and agreed upon by the Parties. 
	45. Any Party claiming that a violation has occurred or a dispute has arisen under this Agreement will give notice of the alleged violation or dispute in writing to the other Party. Within three weeks of the written claim of violation or dispute, the Parties will meet and confer to make a good-faith attempt to resolve the dispute or controversy, with the assistance of SWA, Mr. Monty or any other relevant subject-matter expert if necessary and agreed upon by the Parties. 
	45. Any Party claiming that a violation has occurred or a dispute has arisen under this Agreement will give notice of the alleged violation or dispute in writing to the other Party. Within three weeks of the written claim of violation or dispute, the Parties will meet and confer to make a good-faith attempt to resolve the dispute or controversy, with the assistance of SWA, Mr. Monty or any other relevant subject-matter expert if necessary and agreed upon by the Parties. 
	45. Any Party claiming that a violation has occurred or a dispute has arisen under this Agreement will give notice of the alleged violation or dispute in writing to the other Party. Within three weeks of the written claim of violation or dispute, the Parties will meet and confer to make a good-faith attempt to resolve the dispute or controversy, with the assistance of SWA, Mr. Monty or any other relevant subject-matter expert if necessary and agreed upon by the Parties. 
	45. Any Party claiming that a violation has occurred or a dispute has arisen under this Agreement will give notice of the alleged violation or dispute in writing to the other Party. Within three weeks of the written claim of violation or dispute, the Parties will meet and confer to make a good-faith attempt to resolve the dispute or controversy, with the assistance of SWA, Mr. Monty or any other relevant subject-matter expert if necessary and agreed upon by the Parties. 





	 
	46. If the Parties are unable to resolve any dispute arising under this Agreement after the meet and confer process has reached an impasse declared by any Party, the Parties may submit the dispute to Jed Melnick for resolution through mediation.  If Mr. Melnick determines that he needs the assistance of a neutral expert not already retained for this case to resolve such a dispute, Defendants shall pay that expert’s reasonable fees and expenses subject to review of the proposed neutral expert for appropriate
	46. If the Parties are unable to resolve any dispute arising under this Agreement after the meet and confer process has reached an impasse declared by any Party, the Parties may submit the dispute to Jed Melnick for resolution through mediation.  If Mr. Melnick determines that he needs the assistance of a neutral expert not already retained for this case to resolve such a dispute, Defendants shall pay that expert’s reasonable fees and expenses subject to review of the proposed neutral expert for appropriate
	46. If the Parties are unable to resolve any dispute arising under this Agreement after the meet and confer process has reached an impasse declared by any Party, the Parties may submit the dispute to Jed Melnick for resolution through mediation.  If Mr. Melnick determines that he needs the assistance of a neutral expert not already retained for this case to resolve such a dispute, Defendants shall pay that expert’s reasonable fees and expenses subject to review of the proposed neutral expert for appropriate
	46. If the Parties are unable to resolve any dispute arising under this Agreement after the meet and confer process has reached an impasse declared by any Party, the Parties may submit the dispute to Jed Melnick for resolution through mediation.  If Mr. Melnick determines that he needs the assistance of a neutral expert not already retained for this case to resolve such a dispute, Defendants shall pay that expert’s reasonable fees and expenses subject to review of the proposed neutral expert for appropriate
	46. If the Parties are unable to resolve any dispute arising under this Agreement after the meet and confer process has reached an impasse declared by any Party, the Parties may submit the dispute to Jed Melnick for resolution through mediation.  If Mr. Melnick determines that he needs the assistance of a neutral expert not already retained for this case to resolve such a dispute, Defendants shall pay that expert’s reasonable fees and expenses subject to review of the proposed neutral expert for appropriate
	46. If the Parties are unable to resolve any dispute arising under this Agreement after the meet and confer process has reached an impasse declared by any Party, the Parties may submit the dispute to Jed Melnick for resolution through mediation.  If Mr. Melnick determines that he needs the assistance of a neutral expert not already retained for this case to resolve such a dispute, Defendants shall pay that expert’s reasonable fees and expenses subject to review of the proposed neutral expert for appropriate





	 
	47. If mediation is unsuccessful, any of the Parties may apply to the Court to enforce the Agreement and/or for determinations on attorneys’ fees and costs pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 12205, if necessary (see § IX herein).  The parties will jointly request that the Court retain jurisdiction over this Agreement in accordance with Section XI herein. 
	47. If mediation is unsuccessful, any of the Parties may apply to the Court to enforce the Agreement and/or for determinations on attorneys’ fees and costs pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 12205, if necessary (see § IX herein).  The parties will jointly request that the Court retain jurisdiction over this Agreement in accordance with Section XI herein. 
	47. If mediation is unsuccessful, any of the Parties may apply to the Court to enforce the Agreement and/or for determinations on attorneys’ fees and costs pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 12205, if necessary (see § IX herein).  The parties will jointly request that the Court retain jurisdiction over this Agreement in accordance with Section XI herein. 
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	IX. ATTORNEYS’ FEES AND COSTS 
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	a. Upon the execution of this Agreement by all Parties, Plaintiffs and Defendants shall confer in good faith regarding Defendants’ payment of Plaintiffs’ reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs.  Any requests for reimbursement of Plaintiffs’ attorneys’ fees and costs submitted to Defendants by Plaintiffs shall include detailed listings by attorney of the work performed, date and specific hours for each task for each attorney or other legal personnel for whom Plaintiffs seek fees and costs.   
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	b. If agreement has not been reached within 120 days of Plaintiffs’ submission of the above-referenced fees and costs listings to Defendants, the fee matter shall be submitted to Jed Melnick for resolution through mediation pursuant to the processes set forth in Section VIII herein.  If the parties cannot reach an agreement through mediation before Jed Melnick, Plaintiffs can thereafter apply to the Court for a determination on attorneys’ fees and costs pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 12205 as set forth in paragrap
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	49. Fees and Costs Following Effective Date of Agreement: For all work performed after the Effective Date to monitor this Agreement, Plaintiffs’ counsel will submit bi-annual statements of their reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses to Defendants, listing with reasonable particularity the work performed and time expended, the persons performing the work, the hourly rate of each such person, and a description of the particular costs and expenses incurred.  If within 90 days of receiving Plaintiffs’ stateme
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	X. SUBSEQUENT CHANGES TO RELEVANT LAWS OR REGULATIONS 
	 
	50. If legislation is passed modifying Title III of the ADA or if the United States Department of Justice or any other applicable federal government entity promulgates final ADA Title III regulations regarding accessibility during the Term of this Agreement, this Agreement shall automatically, without further action by the Parties, be modified such that Defendants shall be required only to achieve compliance with the requirements set forth in any such legislation or regulation within the timeframe for compl
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	XI. RELEASE AND STIPULATION OF DISCONTINUANCE 
	 
	51. Plaintiffs each hereby irrevocably and unconditionally release, acquit and forever discharge Defendants and their respective officers, directors, trustees, managers, agents, employees, medical staff, faculty members, and representatives whether current or former, and Defendants current, former, or future parents, subsidiaries, members, and affiliates, from any and all manner of actions, proceedings, causes of action, claims, suits, debts, sums of money, accounts, contracts, controversies, agreements, pr
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	52. Within five (5) days of execution of this Agreement, the parties will file with the Court, on the docket for the Lawsuit, a fully executed copy of the Stipulation and Order of Discontinuance With Prejudice that is annexed hereto as Exhibit E, which requests that the Court retain jurisdiction for purposes of enforcement and dispute resolution, and, in the event an agreement cannot be reached on attorneys’ fees and costs, for a determination on attorneys’ fees and costs pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 12205.  The
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	XII. MISCELLANEOUS 
	 
	53. Non-admission.  The Parties enter into this Agreement to resolve the dispute that has arisen between them and to avoid the burden, expense and risk of litigation.  This Agreement is the result of a compromise and shall never be construed as an admission or acknowledgement by Defendants of any wrongdoing, liability, or violation of any Accessibility Standards, or any other federal, state, or local law, regulation, or duty on their part or on the part of their predecessors, successors, assigns, parents, s
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	54. This Agreement, any statements or negotiations made in connection with this Agreement, and any actions taken by Defendants under this Agreement may not be offered or admissible in evidence or in any fashion against Defendants in any action or proceeding for any purposes, except in an action or proceeding brought to enforce the terms of this Agreement by Plaintiffs or Defendants or in defense of any claims brought by any third party. 
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	55. Should this matter be submitted to court or arbitration proceedings, nothing in this Agreement addresses the production of any information or documents, bars or restricts the introduction of evidence, or prevents any party from in any way seeking any restriction on the production of information or documents or the introduction of evidence, during any phase of such judicial or arbitral proceedings. 
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	56. This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which will be considered an original, but all of which, when taken together, will constitute one and the same instrument. 
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	57. Unless otherwise indicated in the Agreement, all notices or communications required by this Agreement shall be in writing by certified mail addressed as follows, unless counsel for any Party notifies counsel for any other Party in writing of any change: 
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	To Plaintiffs’ counsel: 
	Christina Brandt-Young 
	Disability Rights Advocates 
	675 Third Ave., Ste. 2216 
	New York, NY 10017 
	Cbrandt-young@dralegal.org 
	To Defendants’ counsel: 
	Frank C. Morris, Jr. 
	Epstein Becker Green 
	1227 25th Street, NW 
	Washington, DC  20037 
	FMorris@ebglaw.com
	FMorris@ebglaw.com
	FMorris@ebglaw.com

	 

	And 
	Scott R. Landau (via e-mail only) 
	scott.landau@mountsinai.org 
	 
	58. This Agreement contains all the agreements, conditions, promises, and covenants among the Parties regarding matters set forth in it.  No representations, warranties, or promises have been made or relied upon by any party hereto, other than those contained herein.  It supersedes all prior or contemporaneous agreements, drafts, representations, or 
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	understandings, either written or oral, with respect to the subject matter of the present Agreement, including without limitation the SSNA and Addendum.  
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	59. The Agreement may be modified only by means of a superseding written agreement, signed by the Parties.  
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	60. The Agreement shall, for all purposes, be governed by, construed, and enforced in accordance with applicable federal or New York law, except that any New York conflict of laws principles that may render New York law inapplicable shall not apply.  
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	61. This Agreement shall be binding upon, and inure to the benefit of the Parties, their respective heirs, executors, representatives, successors, and assigns.   
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	62. In the event that any portion of the Agreement is determined to be invalid or unenforceable for any reason, the remaining provisions of this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect, and such invalid or unenforceable provision shall automatically be deemed rewritten to the minimal extent necessary to eliminate such invalidity or unenforceability. 
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	IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the date last below written. 
	 
	UNITED SPINAL ASSOCIATION, INC. 
	UNITED SPINAL ASSOCIATION, INC. 
	UNITED SPINAL ASSOCIATION, INC. 
	UNITED SPINAL ASSOCIATION, INC. 


	By: 
	By: 
	By: 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	Name: 
	Name: 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	Title: 
	Title: 

	 
	 



	 
	STATE OF NEW YORK 
	STATE OF NEW YORK 
	STATE OF NEW YORK 
	STATE OF NEW YORK 

	) 
	) 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	) 
	) 

	ss.: 
	ss.: 


	COUNTY OF _______________ 
	COUNTY OF _______________ 
	COUNTY OF _______________ 

	) 
	) 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 



	On __________, 2017, before me, personally came _______________, to me known, who, being by me duly sworn, did depose and say that s/he resides in the State of New York; that s/he is the _______________ of United Spinal Association, Inc., the corporation described in and which executed the above instrument; and that s/he signed his name thereto by authority of the board of directors of said professional corporation. 
	 
	 
	 
	 


	NOTARY PUBLIC 
	NOTARY PUBLIC 
	NOTARY PUBLIC 



	 
	  
	IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the date last below written. 
	BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER, ST. LUKE’S ROOSEVELT HOSPITAL CENTER, THE NEW YORK EYE & EAR INFIRMARY, AND CONTINUUM HEALTH PARTNERS, INC. 
	BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER, ST. LUKE’S ROOSEVELT HOSPITAL CENTER, THE NEW YORK EYE & EAR INFIRMARY, AND CONTINUUM HEALTH PARTNERS, INC. 
	BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER, ST. LUKE’S ROOSEVELT HOSPITAL CENTER, THE NEW YORK EYE & EAR INFIRMARY, AND CONTINUUM HEALTH PARTNERS, INC. 
	BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER, ST. LUKE’S ROOSEVELT HOSPITAL CENTER, THE NEW YORK EYE & EAR INFIRMARY, AND CONTINUUM HEALTH PARTNERS, INC. 


	By: 
	By: 
	By: 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	Name: 
	Name: 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	Title: 
	Title: 

	 
	 



	 
	STATE OF NEW YORK 
	STATE OF NEW YORK 
	STATE OF NEW YORK 
	STATE OF NEW YORK 

	) 
	) 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	) 
	) 

	ss.: 
	ss.: 


	COUNTY OF _______________ 
	COUNTY OF _______________ 
	COUNTY OF _______________ 

	) 
	) 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 



	On __________, 2017, before me, personally came _______________, to me known, who, being by me duly sworn, did depose and say that s/he resides in the State of New York; that s/he is the _______________ of Beth Israel Medical Center, St. Luke’s Roosevelt Hospital Center, the New York Eye & Ear Infirmary, and Continuum Health Partners, Inc., the corporation described in and which executed the above instrument; and that s/he signed his name thereto by authority of the board of directors of said professional c
	 
	 
	 
	 


	NOTARY PUBLIC 
	NOTARY PUBLIC 
	NOTARY PUBLIC 



	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 





